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Radio Auction To Aid Polio Campaign

GENEROUS HELP TO AID
PORT O' ROCKLAND FUND
Interest in the effort to raise at
once the necessary funds to send
the Port O’ Rockland Junior Drum
and Bugle Corps to Washington is
at fever heat in these last hectic
days.
The Rockland Corps, champions
of New England, have been invit
ed to participate in the inaugura
tion parade of President Eisensower, not only a great honor for
Rockland, but a fine opportunity
for these youngsters to see Wash
ington.
The problem faced by the Corps
of raising $2600. needed to make
the trip, has been very heavy in
deed and is still far from solved.
Groups and citizens are coming to
the aid of these courageous young
sters and it is only through such
co-operation that the trip can be
made. Some $1400 remains to be

The flames at their height lick methodically over the trailer's frame leaving nothing but a charred
metal skeleton. A $10,000 loss was estimated to the trailer and furnishings belonging to Dwight Pettegrove
of Owls Head.

A 64 foot aluminum-exterior
house trailer owned by Dwight E.
Pettegrove was destroyed by fire
early Thursday morning on its
Crescent Beach Road house lot
near the Ash Point Road junction
in Owls Head.
The owner and his wife are
presently in Baltimore, Md.. with
the son. Bradley Pettegrove, a
first mate aboard marine cargo
vessels, was pi eparing to depart *
next week on a trip.
A dozen volunteer firemen from
the Owls Head department fought
the flames in below freezing tem
peratures and managed to save a
two car garage owned by Pette
grove and situated about six feet
from the blazing trailer. In the
garage was a late model Chevro
let sedan owned by Bradley Pette
grove. Tar paper on one corner

of the garage was burned.
■ Another smaller trailer owned
Fire Chief Earl Montgomery | by Bradley Pettegrove and locasaid the loss of the huge trailer, ted a short distance from the
its furnishings and various arti- burning trailer was not endancles collected by the owner on his gered by the flames.
travels to foreign countries would
Firemen answered the call with
run better than $10,000. He said one tank truck but when this ran
he was attempting to get in touch dry and a nearby well was pump
with the family to acquire a more ed dry they were forced to bring
accurate loss account.
the second tank truck to the
The fire was discovered by a scene.
neighbor across the road, Russell
The trucks were forced to make
Stewart, who was awakened by a three trips to an Ingraham’s Hill
“popping noise” about 3.30 a. m. hydrant to refill.
He spotted flames coming from
The Pettegroves have lived in
the center of the trailer and call their trailer home at the location
ed the fire department.
for nearly three years. The sec
Stewart dressed and rushed ond trailer was brought there
across the road but could not gain from Portland by their son a
access to the inside of the trailer week ago.
because of the heavy smoke in
The trailer site is located about
the interior. He was not able to two miles, southwest of Owls Head
drive the car from the garage as | village and a short distance from
no keys were available.
the airport entrance.

TUPPER LAUDS EFFORT TOWARD
CORRECTION OF STATE CLAM LAWS
Stanley Tupper, Maine’s com
missioner of Sea and Shore Fish
eries, gives hearty approval to
what will seem to some drastic
changes in the state’s fisheries
laws as made by the Legislative
Research Committee.
Tupper is quoted as* having
commented, “this frank report
w’ill do much to curb purely social
legislation involving our fisheries.
Laws purporting to be conserva
tion measures, but in reality serv
ing small special interests with
out good reason, must be taken
from out statutes.

The proposed changes include:
Town control of clam digging
within its boundaries.
To end the restriction on taking
clams under two inches in size.
To repeal the limitations on in
terstate shipment of clams in the
shell.
All three .regulations have been
th<* center of bitter situations at
one time or another, especially
that under which a town could
prevent the citizens of abuting
town, or any other town, from
digging clams in flats coming
within town boundaries.
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OLD SHOE DAYS
AGAIN
TRADE IN YOUR
OLD SHOES
Wear ’Em In . $2.00 Off
Carry ’Em In . $1.00 Off
Old Shoes In Any State ef Repair
Ge Te a Charitable Organization

OUR CUSTOMERS LOVED IT.

LAST YEAR
YOU TRADE YOUR CAR,
REFRIGERATOR,

ETC.,

WHY NOT YOUR OLD SHOES?

FLOOD'S
SUNDIAL SHOE STORE
351 Main St.

ToL 1121

raised in the next few days.
A remarkable offer has been
made by certain Shell gasoline
stations to give five cents 8n every
gallon of gas sold during the next
three days toward the Bugle Corps
trip. This is a sorely needed help
to the youngsters for it should help
considerably.
' The Shell stations participating
in this offer are the Knowlton Sta
tion. Park street, the Alden Stan
ley station, next south of Bay View
Hotel, the former Ellery Nelson
station opposite the Congrega
tional Church and the Bartlett sta
tion at Maverick Square.
All gasoline will be sold at the
regular prices so the customer will
not be paying anything extra but
naturally sales must be by credit
cards or cash to contribute the
nickel for each gallon sold, to the
Port O’ Rockland Fund.
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CUCCINELLO PROPERTY TO BE SOLD
AT AUCTION TO SATISFY $55,0C0

JURY AWARD TO DONALD POOLER

The sale at sheriff’s auction of the February court term, served
Preparing a list of items to be sold as part of thi* WRKD radio polio auction starting at 7 p. m. on
the house and land of Anthony as his own attorney. The execu- Jan. 25 and running to 1 o'clock the next morning, an* principals in the auction. Seated at the left is P.
tion
also
claims
$23.69
court
costs.
Willard Pease, Knox County chairman of the March of Dimes drive, who is being shown a figure lamp
Cuccinello at Rockland Breakwater
The Maine Supreme Judicial which is included in the sale by Vere B. Crockett, commercial manager at thi* station. Crockett will act
has been ordered for Feb. 13 at 9
Court upheld the award, which as auctioneer and will be assisted in the announcing hy Paul Hub;*r, seated at right, chairman of the
a. m. to satisfy a judgment ob- was the |argPst on rpco,.d jn a radio sale. The items, donated by business houses in the Rockland area, will be sold throughout the six
hour period with proceeds going to the March of Dimes. Bids will be received at the station during the
tained from the courts by Coast- Knox Court civil suit, noting that broadcasting by telephone.
Photo by McKeon
guardsman Donald F. Pooler.
Pooler had been seriously harmed
The propetry was taken on ex- and wras in constant danger of Brothers of Rowley, Mass., and
ecution Friday through the of- death from the bullet which is has been unused for several years. COASTAL AREA BUILDING TRADES
ficc of Attorney Alan Grossman still lodged in his liver.
It was constructed on Medomak
DEAN, EVERETT L. SPEAR, DIES
who is Pooler’s legal counselor,
The Supreme Court is to hear Terrace on the Medomak »River,
and the notice of sale posted by Cuccinello’s motion for a new trial the site of the former Waldoboro
Everett L. Spear. 83. dean of the Mrs. Zoa Johnson Spear. TTie
Sheriff Willard Pease.
on his conviction on criminal Shipyard. Two years ago, a sell- building trades and contracting couple had been married 58 yeara.
The huge house, built about 1894 charges last February in which he ing price of $26,000 was asked for
Also, one son, Erwin M. Spear
business in the area, died at his
is a palatial summer residence, was sentenced to 15 to 30 months the structure, according to one
of Rockland and a daughter, Mrs.
Rockland
home
at
306
Broadway,
official report.
sets on an irregular lot which is in state prison.
Ruth Rich of Beverly, Mass.; a
The building housed a refrigera- Rockland. Thursday mowing. He sister, Miss Mabel M. Spear of
314 feet in its greatest dimension.
The court had previously al
It is located on what was then lowed the appeal to be continued tion unit used in the processing of had been in ill health for the past Rockland; five grandchildren, 11
know„ a9 Blufr Avpnup and faces on the grounds that an attorney clams but contained no Medomak 15 years.
great grandchildren and several
on RopkIand Harbor some 1500 representing Cuccinello had not Canning Company equipment as
He was the head of the lumber nieces and nephew’s.
and building supply business of
feet from the Samoset Hotel.
had sufficient time to prepare his yet.
Funeral services will be held
Waldoboro Town Manager Alden Everett L. Spear. Inc. at Rankin
The sheriff’s auction will be case. Recently, the court granted
from the Burpee Funeral Home at
Block
and
was
the
owner
of
sevH.
Shute
said
t*he
canning
comThe tw’o inch law' has brought I conducted on the premises,
1 a final continuance to its session
2.30 o’clock this afternoon w’ith
many a clam digger to court with ; Pooler was critically shot by in February, noting that it was the pany had recently concluded ne- eral Main street business blocks, Rev. Charles Monteith of the Con
Business section buildings which
resulting fines.
Cuccinello about 1.30 a. m. Oct. 9 final continuance it would grant. gotiations for occupying the strucgregational Church officiating.
Maine’s laws governing ship 1955. during an attempt by Cucci
During the trials last winter and ture and signed a lease. The com- he owned include the stores on the
Interment will be in Achorn
ment of clams in the shell beyond nello to police a parking area near spring, it was revealed that Cuc pany planned to use the plant in west side of Main street from Cemetery.
Masonic
the borders of the state has only the Breakwater where Pooler and cinello was an owner in properties the production of frozen meat pies Limerock street to
the
block
occupied
resulted in forcing dealers to three companions were parked. in Florida having a value many and other frozen products. Shute Temple.
The
Courier-Gazette
the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
evade the law in order to do busi- The spot is some 1.000 feet distant times that of the house which is to explained. The company has a by
If I had my life to live agala,
Spear
Apartments
next
north
plant
at
Winslow
’
’
s
Mills
at
preness.
from the Cuccinello home.
be sold at auction.
of
the
newspaper
building I would have made e. rule to read
ent.
The law provides that clams in
The traverse jury of the May
It is possible that those proper
-ome poetry and listen to some
The tow’ll manager called the and the block which houses the music at least once a week. The
the shell may be shipped only in term of Superior Court awarded ties w’ill sooner or later become
M
&
G
Sportswear
plant
and
his
fire
a
“
tragic
blow"
to
the
town
of
half bushel containers and only Pooler $55,000 damages after a involved in action brought by
loss of these tastes is a loss of
firm's business at Rankin Block. happiness—Charles Darwin.
to individual customers, not to civil trial in which Cuccinello. al- Pooler to recover the full amount Waldoboro.
A skilled brick mason and plas
The fire leveled the plant except
dealers. Also, they must be ship ready convicted of the assault ini awarded him.
MY WAGE
, lor one wall section and partially terer by trade, he formed a con I bargained with Life for a penny.
ped by Interstate Commerce Com
burned some lumber that was tracting and building supply firm
And Life would pay no more,
mission licensed common car
riers. such as regularly routed WALDOBORO PLANT, SOON TO HAVE stored there by Leland Johnston of which bore his name in 1900. Sev- However. I begged at evening
When I counted my scanty
Waldoboro, plant manager Of the eral buildings in the area were
trucks or express, not by a deal
store.
constructed under his direction
Soffren Brothers.
BEEN SITE OF NEW BUSINESS,
er’s own truck.
For Life is a just employer.
over
the
years.
5,edomak
Canning
Company
The result has been many a
He gives you what you ask,
He was a member of the Rock- But once you have set the wages.
1 iittl.<als declined to comment on
shipment of clams has been made DESTROYED BY FIRE THURSDAY
Why. you must bear the task.
their plans with the structure or land Lodge of Masons and attendto persons who w’ere totally un
Raging flames, during a heavy height before it was discovered
I worked for a mental's hire,
aware of the shipment. The pro snowstorm early Thursday after about 12.45 p. m. during Thura- any plans now that the building ed the Congregational Church,
Only to learn, dismayed,
i Mr. Spear was born in Rockland
cedure has been to take a name, noon, sped through the one story -tay's heavy snowstorm. About 15 has been destroyed.
That anv wage I had asked ot
-----------------Nov.
24.
1873.
the
son
of
Edward
Life.
or names, from a phone book in wooden structure of the Soffren members of the Waldoboro VolunEducation pays.—but you can't K. and Eliza Rhodes Spear.
Life would have paid.
the city of destination and label a Brothers rlam processing fac eer Fire Department using a 550
He is survived by his widow.
Jessie B. Rittenhouse.
half bushel basket with it. If a tory in Waldoboro village com gallon tank truck and two pump collect without hard work.
dealer in New’ Haven wanted 10 pletely destroying the seven-year- rucks fought for Jwo and onc-half
bushels of Maine clams in the old structure.
hours before the flames were
shell; 20 half bushel shipments,
NELSON
The factory building was leased brought under control.
KNOWLTON'S
al bearing ficticious names, had only two weeks ago by the Medo
Reports indicated that the blaze
SHELL STATION
to be made. Once in the city, the mak Canning Company of Rock originated in or near a small ship
STATION
20 shipments could be intercepted land to house a frozen food proces ping shed attached to the building
A. C. McLoon & Co., Prep.
A. C. McLoon & Co., Prop.
by agreement previously made sing plant. The lease came fol and spread along the roof to the
OPINE CONGO CHURL n
134 PARK STREET
and the 20 baskets wound up in lowing negotiations with the own entire length of the structure.
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND
the dealer’s shop.
ers and conferences between town Cause of the fire is still undeter
The same law provides that only officials and Kenneth On- Waldo- mined. according to Waldoboro
shucked clams may enter inter boro manager for the canning com- Fire Chief Henry Hilton,
BARTLETT'S
STANLEY'S
state trade and be shipped to pany.
Hilton said that two workmen
dealers.
The fire was already at ite had begun renovations just ThursSHELL STATION
SHELL STATION
------------------------------------------------ 1 day morning in preparation for the
A. C. McLoon & Co., Prop.
Alden Stanley, Prop.
canning operations, but were out
247 MAIN STREET
MAVERICK SQUARE
FISHING INDUSTRY ESTABLISHES
to lunch when the fire was discov
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND
ered.
CODE GOVERNING HANDLING OF
The structure, about 150 by 40
“FILL ’ER HP’’ For The Drum Corps - THAT THEY
feet, is owned by the Soffren
FISH AT SEA AND IN PLANTS
The New England fishing indus stressed.
Cleanliness in handling of the
try. under the guidance of the Na
tional Fisheries Institute, is mov fish which will eventually find
ing toward improvement in the their way to the tables of Amerimanner and methods of handling can families is stressed throughout
fresh fish.
i the code.
The move is a wholly voluntary
The intent of the code is plain,
one on the part of fishermen, and that is a more saleable and
trawler owners and plant opera palatable product which can in
tors and workers. A code of uni part lead to increased fresh fish
form procedures has been worked sales and the sale of pre-cooked
out with the aid of industry lead- fish products.
ers. All provisions of the code
The agreement of New England
are aimed toward a better owners and workers to institute
product.
j the code is the first instance of its
The code for trawler crews pro- use on the Atlantic coast,
vides for the proper handling and
------------------There is never a shortage of
icing of fish at sea and stresses
workers to harvest the sucker
sanitation practices.
The plant code covers the re crop.
moving of the catch from trawlers
and the proper handling in the
People who invite trouble find it
plant.
Again,
sanitation
is never sends regrets.

MAY BRING HONOR TO ROCKLAND AND MAINE

Saturday Night

Friday thru Tuesday the above stations will donate 5
cents per gallon on all gasoline purchased for cash or

PARTY

on credit card. The Corps is $1400.00 short of their goal.

Elks' Home

If Rockland car and truck owners will unite with us in
JANUARY 12 - 9 te 12

Far Elks and Guests
FREE MUSIC
FREE REFRESHMENTS
AND DOOR PRIZE

this effort we can help the kids achieve this once-in-alifetime opportunity and it won't cost the owner a

penny.

Let us be proud to say "Mission Completed."

$500 YES - $ 1OOO IS POSSIBLE VIA THE ABOVE PROJECT
Call
COMMUNITY OIL CO.
Cor. Park and Highland Sts.

FOR HEAT PACKED
RANGE CA^SO FUEL
133-tf

IT - ALL - DEPENDS - ON - YOU

A. C. MeLOON & CO.
SINCE 1900
Qaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa^aaaaaaaaaaaaaeaaaaaaaaaaaMaMMaMi
4

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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SEARSPORT PHONES GO DIAL

Boxing Room
To Settle Rec.

Dept. Arguments
City Recreation Director Deane
Deshon might have found the solu
tion to any disputes arising be
tween teen-agers at the Commun
ity Building recreation hours.
Deshon has furnished a room at
the building for use by the young
sters that will hold boxing gloves,
mats, head gear, weights and
medicine balls.
Patrolman Henry Judecki of the
Rockland Police Department has
offered to donate time at the build
ing in providing instruction in box
ing for the teen-agers.
The room will be opened at regu
lar hours and Deshon said he
hopes to organize boxing matches
into age groups with a leader
elected by the boys.
Deshon reported that infrequent
disputes during the activities at
the building call for the expulsion
of those involved for one week
from the building.
The new boxing and training ac
tivity will provide an outlet for
any extra exuberance on the part
of the boys, Deshon explained.
Several Kocltlanders hud a hand in cutting over 411 Searsport
Some of the equipment will be 1 telephone* from manual operation to a new dial system Thursday. In
loaned by Rockland High and Fire the picture: Karie B. Smith, service foreman for the Rockland-Belfast
District, stands by as Donald B. Walling of Searsport takes the first call
Chief Wesley Knight.
over the system whiah Smith’s crews had just nut into service. Others
taking part in the cutover were: .Wilton Rollins, Jr., Kenneth Corey,
Colin Mitchell, Gardner French, Charles Lake, Charles Duff and vlana
Navy Fights Off
Smith. The new system connects Searsport with Belfast on a direct
dialing system.
Wrecks' Rally
The Rockland Wrecks dropped
a three point decision 79 to 76 In
Brunswick Thursday night to the
Brunswick Naval Training Center
despite an amazing 10 point rally
in the final five minutes of play
ing time.
Rockland blew a 12 point lead in
the first half on some neat shoot
ing by Brunswick’s left forward
Dewberry and dropped behind in
the final period 70 to 59.
Rickey Smith and Don Kelsey of
Rockland came alive, scoring 10
quick points between them while
the Wrecks held the opposition
scoreless.
With the Wrecks hack in the ball
game, the contest see-sawed until
the final whistle that saw Bruns
wick on top by three points.
Dewberry scored 22 points for
the winners while Bob Gardner
dropped in 21 for the Wrecks aid
ed by 16 points from Rickey Smith.

PUBLIC OPPOSITION TO SPEEDING,
RECKLESS DRIVING AND DRUNKEN

DRIVING CAN CUT TRAFFIC TOLL

Brunswick (79)
Rf, Mowat 5(2); Bresnicky 2;
if, Goodson 2, Dewberry 9(4); c,
Jenson 4(4); rg, Patrie 3. Artist;
lg, Tyler 1, Brooks, Harwood 5(7),
Mentzer, Pritchard.

“Who or what does it take to that the success of this program
will depend upon the amount of
cut down traffic accidents?”
public
participation.
This question is asked by Brftn
“You and I can make this a suc
M. Jewett, chairman of the Gov cessful effort." he continued. "If
ernor’s Committee on Highway we start to drive and walk in a
manner that proves we really want
Safety.
Jewett answered his own ques to prevent accidents, the death
tion by saying: “It takes you and and injury toll will go down. If wc
me—the average citizen—the av demonstrate that we arc uncondi
erage driver and pedestrian.” tionally opposed to the speeder the
The safety chairman went on to reckless driver and the drunken
point out that the current “Back driver, we shall be furthering the
the Attack On Traffic Accidents” cause of good enforcement. Final
program is designed to do just ly, if we offer our services to our
that—-to enlist the support of the local safety organization to help
average individual in the battle to convince the general public of the
need for concerted action, for uni
curb motor vehicle accidents.
“The Governor’s Committee on versal support of all sound safety
Highway Safety is actively sup measures, we shall be doing much
porting this nationwide program,” in this worthwhile cause."
continued Mr. Jewett.
“Under
"You and I—Mr. and Mrs. Averthe able leadership of Ibra R. Rip age Citizen—hold the key," he
ley, Jr., of Augusta, director of concluded. "Our 100% co-opera- ‘
safety for the Central Maine tion will insure the success of
Power Co., a well organized pro ’Back The Attack.’ I ask every
gram is already underway. We one in Maine to join this fight—
have every hope that this will to give his active support to Mr.
prove valuable in our efforts to Ripley and the Governor's Com
prevent injuries and to save mittee on Highway Safety. Let’s
all ‘Back The Attack On Traffic
lives.”
Chairman Jewett emphasized Accidents’."

Wrecks (76)
Rf, B, Gardner 7(7); if, Kelsey
5(1); c, Johnson 6(1); rg. Smith
7(2); lg, Deshon 6, D. Gardner 1
(1).
Brunswick
22 37 56 79
Rockland
27 33 57 76 Blasts up to a pitch.
The ice had been flooded and j
plowed and though it was not in
Camden Outing
excellent condition, the double I
runner set had a whirl, and it is
Club Schedules
hoped this weekend with more J
flooding and plowing it will be set •
Transportation
for the figure skaters.
Hundreds of families drove out
The ski slope was busy all day
to the Camden Outing Club over long and everybody had fun from
the weekend to open the 1957 sea the snow bunnies to the parallel
son with a bang.
j skiers. There is a good base on
The Tri-Hi-Y Girls had the the slope and with the week’s
kitchen operating at full force and snow, conditions should be perfect
hot dogs, cocoa, coffee and Mrs. for the weekend. The tow will run
Ruiter’s home made soup kept the Saturday morning from 9 to 4,
spirits of the winter sports enthu- Sunday 11 to 4, Monday afternoon
! and Wednesday night from 7 to 9.
Dick Dodge is giving ski lessons
j every Monday afternoon and Wed; nesday evening.
i The Outing Club will provide
i free transportation this Sunday.
All those who are interested please
■ be at the Post Office at 1 o’clock
i in
the afternoon.
The return
transportation will arrive back in
I town at 5 p. m.

WANTED
Pulp Wood
Cutters
EXCELLENT CUTTING

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Apply J. H. McLoon
Office Tel. ’(18 — Residence K4X

-♦♦-a
MILLER'S

GARAGE
The Best Place Ta
Buy a
♦
GOOD USED CA«{
25-31 Rankin Street
A
34-ThAS-tfa

UNION
MRS FLORENCE CADDER WOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
B. L. Davis, Warren. Junction
U. S. Route 1 and 90, is now Bu>
Agent for the Eastern Greyhound
and Maine Greyhound Lines. Tel.
CRestwood 3-26X1 or 3-2062.
« It

Read The

Courier-Gazette

Wondering how to
mVeSt-

for larger income-or to give

your saved dollars a chance to grow? Learn what

Shannon Named

To Police Force
Herman W. Shannon. 39. of 66
Masonic Street was appointed as
a patrolman to the Rockland
Police Department Friday morning. City Manager Lloyd K. Allen
announced.
Shannon, who recently returned
to Rockland from employment
with the Chester Bridge Construc
tion Company, working north of
Bangor, will begin his duties next
week.
He has been on the Personnel
Examining Board’s approved list
since November of 1954.
The new patrolman is married
and has two children. He is a
former Army infantry sergeant.
Shannon fills a vacancy created
by the resignation early last
month of George Ackley.

Where Do We
Go From Here?
1957 and where do we go from
here ?
Public interest and Chamber in
terest seems to be focused on how
soon the Dredging will be done?
How soon the Municipal Pier will
be operating?
How soon Bonnar-Vawtcr will
be able to hire its full employ
ment?
How soon will the city get the
Park Street extension built?
How soon will Mid Coast Route
1 Association get Route 1 in com
petitive shape?
How soon will Knox Industrial
& Development Association get
out its first County brochure?
Three wi re all results of Cham
ber projects.
It is interesting to me to see how
soon the public controversies and
interest end when its hard working
Chamber Committees and City

Mutual Funds may do for you.

Phone or Write todey.

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.

Walter J. Hood Co., Inc.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES
112 HIGH STREET.
ROOM 121
PORTLAND. ME.

Rrrt Choice Used Con

Local Representative

ALBERT K COLLINS. Camden. Maine
TeL CE 6-32is

DODGE - PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

6-9

TEL. 726
ROCKLAND
RT. L NEW COUNTY BD.
104-tf

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273

State Reaching

AT THE KNOX THEATRE SUNDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY

For Top In
Tourist Trade

Maine Vacation-Travel advertis
ing in national, regional and
Canadian publications begins with
January issues. Everett F. Greaton. state recreation director, said
today.
The Department of In
EDITORIAL
dustry and Commerce will spend
WE APPROVE THE COUNCIL'S ATTITUDE
about $75,000 for such space dur
The Rockland City Council is showing exceedingly good
ing 1957.
sense in the matter of a new. expanded Armory for Rock
Forty-four newspapers in this
land. They have chosen to make haste slowly on the big
country. 13 in Canada and 15 na
proposition and to study all sides and all possible obliga
tional magazines will be used as
tions as well as the unquestioned benefits to the public
media, together with radio and
which would come with the erection of the $4C0,00O struc
’ television, in spreading the Vacature.
Lauren Bacall and Rock Hudson have a friendly chat over the
tionland story.
The Council has not been stampeded by the enthusiasm
lunch table in this scene from “Written On the Wind.” exciting Tech
“
Maine
was
the
first
state
to
nicolor
drama from Uni vernal-international, which co-stars this pair
of the many ardent supporters of the expanded Armory and
' begin advertising its natural at- of players and Robert Stack and Dorothy Malone.
has been criticized already for their careful and eminently
. tractions.” Greaton points out.
wise study of the matter.
“Now. in our 30th year, we have ahead”, he said.
| LEGAL NOTICES
/They recognize the fact that $125,000 of local money
seen the vacation-travel industry
“All forecasts predict an excel- PROBATE NOTICES
must go into the building and are making sure that this
i grow steadily from a small start lent year for business generally STATE OF MAINE
money will be wisely spent and that there be no mis
, to an estimated $255 million dol and I have noticed that vacation | To all persons interested in
understandings or unknown factors. Public hearings will
either
of the estates hereinafter
lars income in 1956.
travel, .keeps pace .....
with _good
times
be held and upon the sentiment developing in these will
named :
“A recent Gallup Poll shows in industry”, Greaton said. “With
At a Probate Court held at
depend putting the matter to a referendum.
Maine
is
second
among
all
states
reasonably
good
weather,
we
Rockland, in and for the Conuty
From the present knowledge we possess it appears that
as ‘The place in which most peo-1 should have the biggest year in of Knox, on the eighteenth day of
Rockland can benefit largely from the building of the
December, in the year of our Lord
pie would like to spend their sum our history, vacation-wise.
Armory, especially if a new High School becomes a neces
one thousand nine hundred and
mer vacations’,” Greaton added. 1957”, he concluded.
fifty-six, and by adjournment from
sity in the near future which well it may.
Recreation advertising is placed
day to day from the eighteenth
We take this opportunity to commend the common
according to markets. New Eng MEDOMAK
day of said December.
sense being shown by the Council in carefully considering
The
following matters having been
land. New York. New Jersey.
every angle of the matter. They are proceeding as care
Mrs. Thomas Carter, who has presented for the action there
Pennsylvania. Delaware and
fully as if it were their own dollars and not the dollars
upon hereinafter indicated it is
and Maryland are primary states been a medical patient at the hereby ORDERED:
of the community to be spent, and we are content to ride
Maine General Hospital, has re
from which Maine draws vaca
That notice thereof be given to
along with their decision.
turned home.
tionists.
all persons interested, by causing
Mr. and Mrs. George Fahey and i a copy of this order to be publish
The Department of Industry and
son Mike spent the weekend with j ed three weeks successively in
Commerce
plans
a
concentrated
HE HAS CLIMBED NO PRIMROSE PATH
his mother at Portland.
. The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
drive to bring more vacationists
Years ago in our school leaching days we had a pupil
Miss Carolvn Kaler is spending published at Rockland, in said
to Maine in June, September and
.
County, that they may appear at
in Rockland High School even then marked for success.
October. “We have.a large num a vacation at home from a hos- a Probate Court t0 bt, held at baid
No job concerning itself with figures was too hard for this
northern Maine where | Rockland on the fifteenth day of
ber of e sportsmen early in the pital
boy to take on, and he possessed a stubborn tenacity’ once
January A. D. 1957 at ten o'clock
spring, very heavy mid-summer she is in nursing training.
in the forenoon, and be heard
any undertaking or responsibility was assigned to him.
L.
W.
Osier
and
son
John
were
business, and a substantial num
thereon if they see cause.
Upon graduation from High School he gravitated to the
at
Rockland
on
business
last
ber of hunters in th<* deer season.
HIRAM B LIBBY, late of
banking business as naturally as a sunflower turns its face
We recognize the need to impress Thursday.
to Old Sol. and, characteristically, this boy, now a man,
Mr. and Mis. Howard Sprowl of Thomaston, deceased. Will and
vacationists that there is nothing
Petition for Probate thereof, ask
never left the banking field and never ceased his study of
so rare as a day in June and that Winslow Mills were recent callers ing that said Will may be proved
the business during his thirty-four years of connection
and allowed and that Letters
our fall foliage season is one of at Clyde Gcnthner's.
with it.
Miss Brenda Keene has return- j Testamentary issue to Elizabeth
matchless beauty,” the recreation
ed home after a visit with her M. Libby of Thomaston, she being
Tuesday at its annual meeting the First National Bank
head stated.
the Executrix named therein, with
of Rockland chose to place upon his capable shoulders the
sister.
Mrs. Mary Glaude at Cush
Maine advertises in the highestout bond.
responsibilities as cashier of the institution.
ing.
ranking national magazines that
His name is Herman M. Hart and to him goes our best
Miss Alice Osier of New York; DONALD L KARL, late of
emphasize travel, in all of the
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petiwishes for continuing success.
visited
her parents, the L. W. j (jon jor probatP thereof, asking
hunting and fishing publications,
Osiers,
several
days
last
week.
!
that said Will may be proved and
in brides’ magazines to draw
Mr. and Mrs. George Swears of allowed and that Letters Testa
honeymooners hi re, and in teach
WHY THERE WAS NO "WEATHER" TUESDAY
New Britain. Conn., was the re-; mentary issue to Gladys V. Karl
ers’ magazines to interest that lu
of Rockland, she being the Execu
Many subscribers have asked the pertinent question
cent weekend guest of Mr. and trix named therein, without bond
crative market in Maine.
“What happened to the ‘Weather’ comment Tuesday?”
Mrs.
Ashley
Genthner.
EMMA L. WINSLOW, late of
In addition to the media men
And thereby hangs a tale.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Osier had as , Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and
tioned, the State uses every pos
A Vinalhaven man, William Adair, was really to blame
sible outlet to tell its vacation dinner guests last Tuesday Mr. Petition for Probate thereof, ask
for the sun shining so brightly in our thoughts that we
and Mrs. John Osier and familv, ing that said Will may he proved
story. Close to 200.000 booklets
Nicholas DePatsy and sister and allowed and that Letters
clean forgot about the “Weather” item. Our old friend
motion pictures, news and feature
Testamentary issue to Malcolm
Postmaster Viv Drew collaborated with Friend Adair in our
Winslow of Worcester, Massachu
stories, thousands of State High Norma of Waldoboro.
downfall.
Sandra and Sally Sylvester of; sefcts. he being the Executor
way maps are distributed an
Here is the tale. Knowing our weakness Mr. Adair
: Rockland were recent overnight named therein, without bond,
nually.
sent over from the island via Viv Drew a beautifully pre
guests of their aunt. Mrs. Carl ; KATHARINE CRANE, late of
“We anticipate an excellent year Hilton.
| Thomaston, deceased. Will and
served life ling from the steamer Castine which steamed
ahead.” Greaton said. He pointed
Petition for Probate thereof, ask
to its doom on the Bay Ledges on June 5. 1935. Four lives
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Aster
Willey
re

to tihe big backlog of promotional
ing that said Will may be proved
were lost and the steamer broke up on the ledges in short
cently spent the day with her and allowed and that Letters
effort here and by other states,
order.
mother and sister at Waldoboro. Testamentary issue to Curtis M.
regions, transportation companies
Payson of Union, he being the
This life ring is the only memento in our collection of
and travel agencies. Better state LEGAL NOTICES
Executor nanictl therein, with
this most colorful steamer of all the once great Penobscot
highways and the expanded feder
bond.
Bay fleet, and we are profoundly grateful to Mr. Adair for
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
al roads program, together with
ESTATE CARRIE E. WAL
I
Susan
M.
Bowley,
Register
the gift, with all its tragic significance.
faster cars and planes, modern Pro Tern of Probate for the Coun I-ACE late of Cushing, deceased.
Thus there was no “Weather” comment Tuesday. Our
railroads and busses; an increas ty of Knox, in the State of Maine, Will and Petition for Probate
thereof asking that said Will may
apologies are offered—We will try not to let it happen again
ing population nationally and hereby certify that in the follow be proved and allowed and that
unless another man with Mr. Adair’s consideration comes
ing
estates
the
persons
were
ap

more leisure time will make boom
pointed administrators, executors, Letters of Administration with the
along—then we won’t be responsible.
days for vacation interests, he guardians and conservators and Will annexed be issued to Charles
D. Fogerty of Galt, Ontario,
stated.
on the date hereinafter named.
Canada, or some other suitable
Maine
Facilities
to
accommodate
MARY
E.
STAFFORD,
late
of
ENGLAND NEEDS ANOTHER CHURCHILL
person, without bond.
vacationists are being modernized Thomaston, deceased. Decembei
Long ago it was apparent to the world that Prime Min
ESTATE JEANNETTE G. CAR
6.
1956,
Frances
lid
wards
of
and many new units erected.
ister Anthony Eden of England would pay the top price for
Thomaston was appointed Execu VER. late of Vinalhaven. de
“The motels being built in every trix. without bond.
ceased.
Petition for Administra
his folly in joining up with France in an attack on Egypt in
tion asking that Ernestine C.
section of the state are an example
EDWIN WILEY of Union. De
the face of world opinion and despite the strongest possible
of the awareness of what lies cember 12. 1956. Katherine E. Mc- Johnson of Lynnfield, Massachu
objections by the United Nations.
setts and Keith G. Carver of
Kinney of Union was appointed vinalhaven. Maine, „r some other
It was easily predicted that the axe would fall when
LEGAL NOTICE
2“aJr
" ,„^‘a
. y flllng | "Uitabie person be appointed Ad
Britain began to pay the full price in gas rationing and cold
PUBLIC HEARING
bond on the same date.
miniatrator, without bond.
A Public Hear ng on the Counhomes for the Suez faux pas, and that has come to pass.
FRED B. BALANO, late of St.
ESTATE IRVING WRIGHT of
i
ty
Budget
for
1957-58
will
be
held
It was incredible to the World that Britain would stoop
George, deceased. December 17,
First and Final Account
at the County Commissioner's 1956, Janies Wilfred Baiano of St. Hope.
to the methods? of Soviet Russia in attacking Egypt even
' Office, Court House, January 15, George, Maine, and Jasper M. presented for allowance by Ralph
M. Hunt, Guardian.
though there was real provocation by Nasser.
1957, at 2.30 p. m.
Baiano of East Wareham, Massa
Britain has lost fat more than Eden in the ill-starred
ESTATE GRACE L. GRANT,
GEORGE E. BOYNTON,
chusetts. were appointed Execu
ROLAND .1. GUKHEE.
venture. In turning against her long-time ally and friend,
tors without bond. Alan L. Bird formerly of Warren, now of Thom
DAROLD B. HOCKING
of Rockland. Agent in Maine for aston. First Account presented for
the United States, and by insulting President Eisenhower
allowance by Alan L. Bird. Guard
4-6 Jasper M. Baiano.
by denying him any information of the projected attack,
ian.
HOWARD
W.
SHAY,
late
of
LEGAL NOTICE
which he certainly would have opposed. Britain has lost
ESTATE STANLEY E. ROB
Appleton,
deceased.
December
18,
SPECIAL NOTICE
caste as a world power. In addition the public sentiment
BINS, late of Union, deceased
At a Probate Court held at 1956, Edward B. Grinnell of First and Final Account presented
in this country now lacks the great support of Britain that
Rockland, in and for the County Appleton was appointed Admini for allowance by Stanley L. Payonce existed
of Knox on the fourth day of strator, without bond.
son, Administrator.
GRACE H. CRANDALL, late of
It is evident that by one means or another the AngloJanuary in the year of our Lord
ESTATE WALTER A
ROB
one thousand nine hundred and Thomaston, deceased. December BRTS. late of Quincy. Massachu
Franco-American Alliance must he maintained and will be,
18,
1956,
Zilpha
M.
Lambe
of
fifty-seven.
The following mat
in self-protection, but the spontaneity of support for Old
ter having been presented for the Thomaston was appointed Execu setts. deceased. First and Final
England is lacking.
action thereupon hereinafter indi trix, and qualified by filing bond Account presented for allowance
by Edward C. Park, Executor.
on same date.
Anglo-American relations were at their highest point
cated it is hereby ORDERED:
ESTATE CHARLES L. GRA
during the premiership of Winston Churchill who had as
That notice (hereof he given to
CHARLES F. TAYLOR, late of
all persons interested, by causing St. George, deceased. December HAM. lute of Appleton, deceased.
many admirers in this country as he did in the “tight little
a copy of this order to be publish 18, 1956. Winnie B. Taylor of St. Petition for Administration asking
isle.” Sir Winston is now far past the age of activity in
ed three weeks successively in George was appointed Executrix, that Harry E. Wilbur of Rockland,
politics, though there are men active in politics today of his
or some other suitable person be
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper without bond.
Administrator.
with
advanced years, and we all can recall the heroic old “Lion
published at Rockland, in said
DAVID SHAFTER, late of appointed
County, that they may appear at Rockland, deceased. December bond.
of France.”
ESTATE STONNIE E RICH
a Probate Court to be held at said 18. 1956 Toby Shafter of Rockland
England needs, and desperately, another Churchill.
Rockland on the nineteenth day of was appointed Executrix, without ARDSON, late of Rockland, dc|
ceased.
Petition for AdministraFebruary, 1957, the first publica bond.
| tion asking that Edward B. Rich
tion thereof to be at least thirty
EIJZABETH
McFADDEN
of
Council carry a project over its through adequate citizen support. days before said nineteenth day of
ardson of Rockland, or some other
Rockland. December 18, 1956, suitable person be appointed AdRalph Bartlett.
major hurdle and to a point when
February, A. D. 1967.
Evrlyn B. Witt of Lincolnville *»», min7st™t^ Without
actual provisions have been set up
ESTATE OF THEODORE appointed Conservator, and quailJAHN, late of Union, deceased. tied hy filing bond on same date. 1 LESTER H. ELWELL, late of
for final accomplishment.
Municipal Court
Petition by Christine Sehwank of
GRATIA P. LAMSON. late of St. George, deceased. Will and
From then on apj>arently all de
the City and County of Philadel Rockport. deceased. December Petition for Probate thereof, ark
Lawrence
Maddocks
of
Appleton
tail is left in the laps of the few
phia and State of Pennsylvania; 18. 1956. Edna E. Lamson of Jer ing that’said Will may be proved
and allowed and that letters
who have interest enough to carry paid a fine of $10, after pleading Maryanne Bank of said Philadel «'V City. New Jersey, was ap- -e„^.
„
phia; and Esther K. Dabrrsvski of
r'T e
h8T,
on. If there are none then the guilty to a charge of driving a Erlton. New Jersey, heirs living pointed-Administratrix and quaH- !
fled by filing bond on December '
Ex'uTrrt
a
motor
vehicle
without
a
license
in
poor City Council and city mana
in different States. That Samuel 20.
20 1956.
1956 Christopher
rhriUnnhn, s
Executrix named therein,
S. Roberts without
bond.
ger must do the best they can Rockland Municipal Court Thurs W. Collins, Jr.. Administrator of of Rockland, Agent in Maine.
day
morning.
said estate, or some other suit
EUGENE F. ALLEN, late of
without major organized “follow
CHARLES j S. SWETT,
.
_ late . of St. George, deceased. Will and
The complaint was brought able person be authorized to sell d 11 j
through.” They must face the open
W 1^1 C Snow’^ali
, PetiU°" f°r Pl°ba“' «*»*«•< aa“the
real
estate
situated
in
Union,
public criticism of the loud minor- against Maddocks by deputies of
1956. C. Snow Hall of Rockland , ing that
wiI1 mav be proved
and fully described in said peti 18.
?h„ PPan/ ou lH dmh
' and
aUowed
and
tha‘
Otters
ity which conveniently always has the Knox County Sheriff’s Patrol tion, at private sale, and distri
qaal,n^ X fi""K , Testamentary issue to Gertrude
laryngitis until all criticism can w^° stopped him on Route 105 in bute the proceeds after paying t n
A Sm(,n „f gt G„orgc sf)<,
expenses, among the heirs of said bond on December 20. 1956.
be based on hind sight.
Washington Jan. 9.
WILLIAM F. PULLEN, late of the Executrix named therein,
Theodore Jahn, according to their
So. where do we go from here?
Camden, deceased. December 18, without bon'd.
respective rights therein.
I can only testify to the fact that 1 Shirley N. Foster. Sr. of Augusta
WITNESS Charles F. Dwinal. 1956, Luella M. Tuttle of Camden J WITNESS. Harrv E. Wilbur,
you have the most open Chamber was fined $10 after pleading guilty Esquire. Judge of Probate Couit was appointed Administratrix. and Esquire, Judge of Probate Court
™
"ng
n<* °" DeCem' for
K™* County
Rockland,
Knox County,
Rockland,
of Commerce in the country. Ev- to passing another vehicle on a for
bei -I. 1956.
Maine.
ery idea ia heard and its propo- curve on Route 1 in Warren Jan. Maine.
Attest:
Attest:
Attest:
nents given a change to make it a 6. Foster paid the fine.
SUSAN M. BOWLEY,
Register.
SUSAN M. BOWLEY,
reality in the only way it has a
The
complaint was
brought
Register Pro Tam
i’HOMAM C. AYLWARD,
Register Pro Tam
right to become one: namely against the maa by state polio*.
345-9
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OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
here.5aPn<>t,b<;
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.)
Jan. 18 — Woman’s Educational
Club will meet at the Farns
worth Museum at 3 p. m.
Jan. 19—Finnish-American Dance
at the Community Building to
benefit the Polio Fund.
Jan. 19—Grand Family Night,
Grace Chapter. Thomaston.
Jan. 25—Radio Auction on Station
WRKD. benefit Polio Drive.
Feb. 1—Methebesec Club meets at
the Farnsworth Museum at 2.30
p. m.
March 1—Methebesec Club meets
with Mrs. Maude Blodgett at
2.30 p. m.

Mrs. Florencia Roach of Rock Burns Presenting
land will be installed as a director I
of the Maine State Cosmetologists , New Zoninq
Association at the organization’s _
. ,
_
«
'annual banquet at Waterville to | PetltlCn TO COUnCll
day.
The Rock’and City Council will

THE WEATHER

Something of a pleasure to write
today’s "Weather" item. Smiling
skies, crisp winter atmosphere, 15
above at press time and good
wheeling and non-slipper walk
ing. A six inch snow covers the
land and lends its wintry beauty
to otherwise homely areas. "Con
tinued fair and cold" says the
U. S. Weather Bureau.

Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows will
meet Monday evening at which
time a drill rehearsal will be held
in preparation for degree work
with a class of candidates in the
near future.

Walter Smith, manager of the
Rockland Swift & Co. plant for
several years past, has been
transferred to Laconia, N. H.. and
will take up his duties in that city
on Monday.
The committee meeting for the
Emblem card party which was
cancelled on Thursday evening
will be held Tuesday. Jan. 15. at
the home of Mrs. Adah Roberts.
This is the annual Polio Card
Party which will be held at the
Thorndike Hotel on January 17.
City Manager Lloyd K. Allen
reported Friday morning the
resignation of Kenneth A. Spear.
26, of Front Street from the Rock
land Fire Department. Spear,
joined the department on May 3,
1956, is leaving to join his father
in thc operation of a poultry
farm.
His resignation was re
ceived in the city manager’s office
Thursday and becomes effective
January 17. Applications for the
position are available at the city
manager’s office.

Judge nut,

and jc shall

not be judged: condemn
not, and ye shall not be

condemned:

forgive,

and

ye shall be forgiven.

Luke 6:37

(Patch for a Great Prom

ise from the llible in this

space every Saturday.

It is our unfailing policy
to render every assist
ance humanly possible to
those who are stricken
with grief.

DAVIS
I

FUNERAL HOMES
ROCKLAND
and
THOMASTON

BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN. Prep.
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 390
IU LIMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, MAINE

Leonard N. Harlow of Rockland, 3
Knox County bureau chief for the
Bangor Dally New*, was appoint
ed publicity director of the Rock
land Civil Defense organization
Thursday.
The
announcement
was made by City Manager Lloyd
K. Allen.
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GOVERNMENT FISHERIES LOAN

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

FUND IN OPERATION FOR REPAIR

OF FISHING CRAFT AND GEAR

John M. Richardson

Captain Scott Reaches Back Into History for
11/

J

f

W OTCI Of

I ZlC dflipS,

A

H jf

,T,1_

J 1"^

•

Men /\.PCl L/OlTlgS

A skid across an intersection at mcet for its regular monthly sesOrient and Union Streets Thurs- sion Monday evening at the City
day evening by a 1951 model Jeep Building when it will consider a

Secretary of the Interior Fred gible.
The loan applications are well
A. Seaton announced today that
the first five loans to be granted distributed over the country.
From New England have come
from the new fisheries loan fund
applications for $919,500; from tbe
have been approved by the United West Coast there are requests for
States Fish and Wildlife Service. $960,000. Gulf fishermen are seek
One of these loans is to an ing $274,000; those of the Middle
applicant in Massachusetts, two and South Atlantic $48,000; Alanare to California applicants and kans are requesting $72,500 and
two to Alaska fishermen.
The Great Lakes fishermen are asking
loans will be "official" when the $40,300.
applicants sign the terms set forth
The board objective of the fish
in the loan agreement. The loans eries loan fund is to provide fi
will be closed and serviced for nancial assistance which will aid
the Department of the Interior by the commercial fishing industry to
the Small Business Administra bring about a general upgrading
tion.
of the condition of both vessels
The total of the five loans is and fishing gear in order to pro
$41,500. Other applications are in duce more efficient and profitable
the final stages of processing. On fishing operations.
file and being handled as rapidly
The initial $10 million provided
as possible are approximately 70 by the 1956 act is a revolving
other valid applications totalling fund. The rate of interest on all
$2,300,000.
loans granted is at present fixed
The fisheries loan fund was at five per cent per annum. The
established by the Fish and Wild period of maturity of any loan
life Act of 1956. approved by the shall be determined and fixed ac
President on August 8, “to make cording to circumstances but in
loans for financing,and refinancing no case can it exceed a period of
of operations, maintenance, re 10 years.
placement or repair of fishing
The United States Fish and
gear and vessels, and for research Wildlife Service office in Rock
into the basic problems of fish land is located at 457 Main Street
eries.” Applications for shore over the W. H. Glover Company
installations or needs other than hardware store where further inthose set forth above are not eli-1 formation may be had.

petition from Robert Bums. Old
County road burial vault and sep
tic tank manufacturer, for a zon
ing change.
It is the second time Rockland
Councilman have considered such
a request by Burns. Lhst spring,
the manufacturer, whose plant is
located at .485 Old County road,
asked that the Council approve a
zoning ordinance amendment that
would change a piece of property
owned by him from a residential
"B" zone to a Commercial “C"
zone. Burns, at the time, had
stored concrete septic tanks on
the property which he had pur
chased a short time before and
which is located adjacent to his
own property and off Old County
road.
BORN
The Council refused the amend
Dostie—At Knox Hospital, Jan. ment although a majority vote
10, to Mr. and Mrs. Leo C. was in favor of the change. The
Dostie, a son.
This unusual picture of the photogenic City of Richmond is one of our prized possession, coming
Burns—At Knox Hospital. Jan. charter requires that such a
10, to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Burns change be authorized by a two- from thc collection of thc lute Frank H. Ingraham, beautifully framed and equally prized by him.
BURROWS INDICATES HE HAS
thirds vote.
of Union, a daughter.
Mining Industrial Journal pub wharf in Belfast was completed.
Deer Isle, Maine
Ahn—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 10.
Burns, this time, has indicated Dear Steamboat Editor: —
lished in Bangor on April 4, 1884: The wharf was 300 feet long with NEW INFORMATION ON TITLE
to Mr. and Mrs. John Aho. a son. that he would like to construct
The
following
are
historical
facts
The «ale of the Steamer Henry 165 foot frontage, the building was
Simmons—At Knox Hospital, a storage building on the property.
Morrison, together with the fran- 144 feet by 30 feet and the waiting OF SCHOFIELD-WHITE PARK
Jan. 11. to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
that
I
thought
should
be
recorded
At the time of his first amend
chase of the route from Rockland room was 41x30 feet surmounted
Simmons, Jr., of Spruce Head, a i
The order for the acquisition of Blake received the land from the
ment hearing last year, several in your files in case you need to Blue Hill did not result in the with a tower 20 feet in diameter
daughter.
the title-disputed Schofield-White heirs of Andrew Rankin in 1901
Greenlaw—At Knox Hospital, neighbors objected to thc change them for future reference.
breaking up of the line. It was and 68 feet high. This tower was
The steamer Boothbay, when
Park area by the City of Rockland and that records failed to disclose
Jan. 9. to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred in the zoning ordinance, on thc
simply a change of ownership. Ef-1 16 sided while the tower on the
Greenlaw of Vinalhaven, a son— | grounds that it was unsightly in a being delivered new from Phila forts of the merchants of Rock- other end of the building was oc- under condemnation proceedings that Rankin held valid ownership
Ila Everett.
residential zone and against the delphia found it necessary to go land took up the stock at $70 a tagonai and 46 feet high. There as part of the business of Mon-. of the land.
zoning schedule of the city. As a into Boston for fuel. As she en share which would cover the were 190.000 shingles used on this day night's regular monthly meet-] The Rockland Port District
MARRIED
Castner-Hall — At Medomak. ’ rcsu't of the vote, Burns was tered Lewis Wharf she struck amount at which she was sold, building. There were 15 windows ting of the city council may be Trustees voted last October to
Dec. 31. John Castner of Medomak forced to move the tanks from the and sunk a fishing schooner that $7000. which was just the amount in the southeast tower. Fred tabled because of "new informa- recommend that the city take over
the disputed land. It was then
and Miss Dorothy Hall of Noble lot back to the front of his own was outward bound.
of her indebtedness. The old stock Pote, formerly steward of Penob tion.”
Monday. May 2. 1887: Thc entire
boro.
home on Old County road. His
Jerome Burrows, city attorney, the Council directed the city atwas sunk and a new company scot. was agent.
own property is a non-conforming crew of officers assigned to thc formed.
Oct. 19. 1888: The burning of the said Friday that new Information , tarney to make his study,
Level headed business
DIED
steamer Lewiston was as follows:
Arey—At Vinalhaven. Jan. 10, commercial "C" zone which was
men of Rockland are at the helm side wheel steamer Admiral ended he had received would be trans- j A section of the Schofield-White
Alice F. Arey, age 83 years. Fun- established before the present city Captain.. Mark L. Ingraham. 1st of the enterprise and they are con the career of the only steamboat mitted to the Council for consid- Park area and part of the land
pilot; Ira Farnsworth. 2d pilot;
eral services Sunday at 2 p. m. charter went into effect.
fident thpt the Investment will be ever built on the Saco River. She ■ eration. The information per-lowned b>' Morris Perry will be
from the Headley Funeral Home
In other business, the Council Howard Arey. quartermaster; Ad a paying one.
was formerly the Augusta, built tained to the two-months long used for the construction,
with Rev. C. S. Mitchell officia will consider an applocation for dison Shute and William IM. Cros-I
May 42. 1889: The Bar Harbor in Saco in 1869. She was 72 gross study Burrows has made of the
ting.
by,
watchmen;
Granville
George;
Koster—At Rockland. Jan. 10. approval of transfer of three taxi
and Lamoine Ferry Company was tons, 88 feet in length and for 10 park’s boundaries and title his- NORTH HAVEN
Arthur I. Koster of Vinalhaven. cab licensee now registered to bow lookout. Nelson Weed; first organized with a capita! of $30,000, years had run on the Saco River. [ tory. Burrows declined to reveal
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rogers
officer.
James
Tucker;
2d
officer.
age 87 years.
Funeral services I Mamie’s Taxi to the R.&H. Taxi
At the time she was burned, she ' its content.
(Leila Carver formerly of this
Edward Harrigan; chief engineer, under a special charter granted
today at 10 a. m. from the Bur- | Co.
by the Maine Legislature. The was out of commission, and the j 'rtie Council directed the attor- place) who have been living in
pee Funeral Home with Rev.: The three cab business has been William Fox; assistant engineer,
man who was shipkeeper was ney to make the study to be sub
Merle S. Conant officiating. In- I _
. . ,
„
Friendship have recently sold
Lawrence Flynn: purser, W. B. company purchased the sidewheel charged with setting the fire.
I mitted to them, following which
terment in Sea View Cemetery.
| °Perated b>’ Marion F. Dennison
ferry
steamer
Chester
W.
Chapin.
their house there and moved to
Eaton;
freight
clerk,
F.
A.
GarnThis
material
of
historical
facts
1
they
would
consider
the
acquisiSpear—At Rockland. Jan. 10. ! who has been conducting the opShe was brought from Albany, N.
Everett L. Spear, age 83 years, i erations from her home since last sey; steward, A. R. Warner; bag Y. to Maine by Capt Frank D. of three-fourths of a century ago tion of the property for a public Winslow Mills.
The Sunbeam went through the
gage master, James Randall; of
Funeral services today at 2.30 ] July.
Her length was may mean little to some folks, but landing. The area is the site of Thorofare on Wednesday going
p. m. from the Burpee Funeral |
____________
this entire complement of officers Winterbottom.
to me nostalgia holds me rigid as the proposed $200,000 ferry termi- West.
Home with Rev. Charles Monteith ,
the only man who survived the' 163 feet, breadth 55 feet, depth,
( ARD OF THANKS
I write. In this dream world I na] building and wharf,
of the Congregational Church offi
nine
feet,
registered
359
gross
Miss Jennie Beverage was
I wish to express my sincere steamboat era was William Fox,
ciating. Burial in Achorn Ceme
have to write on until my insplra-I The Council had gcheduled the
thanks to Dr. Allen. Dr. Dennison he remained chief engineer of thc tons. Her boiler was of drop flue
again In the Library this past
tery.
type. 24 feet long by nine feet dia tion begins to fade. It soon leaves order to proceed in acquiring the I week.
Young—At Washington. Jan. 5. and the nurses and staff of Knox City of Bangor until her end.
me entirely. Then I have to re- ]and as part of the Monday night
Lee Charles Young, six months Hospital for their efficient care
Monday, May 2. 1887: Andrew J. meter with two furnaces. She
On Jan. 1, the Unity Guild
old. twin son of Mr. and Mrs while I was a patient at the hos Colson was appointed agent at would run during the summer be lax to awaken myself in order to agenda but Burrow, said he would resumed its meeting with the an
gain my composure that I might „ke to talk tQ them firgt about thig
Leroy Young. Burial in Oak pital; to Dr. Shields for his care
tween
Sands
Point
near
the
cele

nual election of officers: Presi
Grove Cemetery. Bath, in the before and after hospitalization Hampden. July 3. 1886. Boston and brated Ovens, Mount Desert Island close my typewriter and put away information.
dent, Mrs. Maud Simpson; secre
I and to my many friends and rela Bangor Steamship Company had
spring.
my notes.
The land has long believed to tary, Mrs. Florence Beverage
Young—At Togus. Jan. 9. Wil tives for flowers, cards and num 1000 stateroom keys made. They and East Lamoine Point.
Three-fourths
of
a
century
ago
have
’
been
"
thc
’
^IcL
"site
of
’
the
Oct. 12, 1888: Officers assigned
bur R. Y’oung of Camden, age 68 erous acts of kindness. Special inaugurated an arrangement for
Brown; treasurer. Miss Jennie
years. Military committal serv thanks to my daughter. Mrs. Bon their Bar Harbor passengers, in to thc Katahdin were as follows: when the larger of every farm public landing and has been under Beverage.
On January 8th, at
ices at Mountain View Cemetery ney Quinn and family^ who did order to avoid the delay waiting Captain, Marcus Pierce; first home was filled to the brim when city title since 1914 by virtue of
their meeting the president re
the harvests were home. Perry
Camden, in the spring.
so much to make my stay at the
the will of Clarence Blake with ported the working committees
to secure keys for staterooms on pilot, E. W. Curtis; 2d pilot, Ira
Smith—At Vinalhaven. Jan. 8 hospital pleasant.
Davis’ pain killer, goose grease
several qualifications including would be as of laM year. Tea
the Boston boat. A duplicate set Farnsworth; quartermasters. Wil
Albra Vinal Smith, wife of Mark
Mrs. Lottie Ames.
and mustard plasters
cured
P. Smith, age 81 years.
Inter North Haven.
the proviso that the city use the was served at both meetings.
6*lt was furnished the purser on thc liam Whitney and Addison Shute; all ills.
As
the
curtain
of
ment in John Carver Cemetery.
Mt. Desert so those who engaged bow lookout, F. A. Holden; watch night was drawn, after placing the land and provide the upkeep for a
Vinalhaven.
IN MEMORIAM
CARD OF THANKS
park and recreation site.
staterooms at Bar Harbor could man, George Williams; first offi
In loving memory of my hus
During my long perod in bed I secure keys and go directly to cer. Thomas Coppin; 2d officer, crow bar againt the barn door
An
heir
of
Blake
’
s,
his
daughter,
band. Ole S. Larson who passed
have been very fortunate to re their rooms on thc Boston boat Edwin Harrigan; purser, William father would come into the house, Mrs
Grace Blake, passed her away January 13, 1955.
That Generations
1
put
his
leather
boot
behind
the
ceive so many kindnesses from all
B. Eaton; freight clerk, Frank A. woodbox and spend a quiet eve- ProPer‘y in her
Dr O'aI" He bad » cherrY
• pleasant
my friends. It would be impos when reaching Roekland.
* to Come may
When the Steamer Cambridge Garnsey; steward. S. G. Downs; ning with the "Youth’s ComSr., of Rockland who has | a
sible to personally thank every
engineer,
T.
H.
Bennett;
assistant
one especially all those who gave was wrecked in February, 1886,
Jtanonher
panlon” and "Farm and Fire- di’Put(d
C1‘y «' title to the land Hg wgg
k(nd
gener<Jug an(j
towards my TV. so I shall say a about the only thing saved from engineer, F. E. Davis; baggage
side.
”
On
the
stove
was
a
copper
and
as
'
<ed
ln
a
tetter
sent
the
city
|
true,
hearty and sincere thanks to each her were her boilers which were master, James E. Nason. Quar
wash holler half full of hulled la!lt October for $10,000 as a sell-' On earth he nobly did his best
and everyone of you.
My long
termaster,
George
Williams corn, and a plate of molasses corn- inS Price of thc land.
| Grant him, Jesus, heavenly rest,
convalescence is shortened by new. They were salvaged and sold
His wife Lina and sister Annie.
to the International Steamship gained promotions to become first balls on the table. Mother sat at
your gift.
Burrows contends that Clarence
••It
To the Bov Scouts and their Company, and they placed them officer of the City of Rockland the dining room table with the dim —----- —
-----------------leaders for the beautiful stamp on board of their old Steamer New after the 1900's.
light of a kerosene lamp faintly .ll
album a special thanks. It, too, York, whose bo'lers had been
Oct. 19, 1888: The New York and lighting the pages of an open Bible
PUBLIC PARTY
gives me hours of pleasure.
Because it is More Blessed to condemned. The New York was a Bangor Steamship company pur before her.
||||
Monday
Evening,
Jan 14 — 7.30 ta 10.30
Give than to Receive. I know you paddle wheel steamer, built in chased the Steamer Lucy P. Mil
The whole world was at peace,
Weather Permitting
will all have a wonderful 1957 Clayton, N. Y., in 1852, and hailed ler. to run from Bangor to New
M INSLOW-HOLHROOK-MKRRITT POST NO. 1
there was freedom everywhere, III,
with all its blessings.
from Eastport. She was of 1110 York.
MAVERICK STREET - KOCKLAND
and America only had only to feed
Matthew Busby.
I ree Bus from Wood’s Taxi Stand at 7 P. M.
gross tons.
Saturday, Sept. 28, 1888: The and clothe her own. I cannot help *l_
Warren.
6-lt
July 8, 1889: Thc officers as Roekland Limerock Railroad was thoge no8talgic gpeUg ag , saw
signed
to the Henry Morrison was completed and the first load of and lived those days.
Telephone 76 for all social Items,
mests, parties, etc., for The as follows: Captain, S. H. Bar rock was deposited at two kilns
Sincerely,
POLIO BENEFIT CARD PARTY
jourier-Gazette, Mre. Margaret bour; Henry Hawkins, purser; Wil on that date.
Capt. Walter E. Scott.
liam
A.
Hall,
engineer;
George
Capt.
David
Larcum
who
com

■Vinchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.,
Thorndike Hotel
•octal reporter.
tf Barbour, pilot; Edward Smith, manded the steamer State of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
steward.
Maine, started with the InternaTHURSDAY, JAN. 17 — 8 p. m.
Ilawat, row choice a ao>
Oct. 8. 1886. D. B. Smith, stew- tional Steamship Line in 1865, as a
UNION FARMERS
MUTUAL
LOST
your lifetime, but
FIKE INSURANCE COMPANY
of thn Forest City relieved deck hand. During that time he
COLLIE
Dog
answering
to
he *wrauow » come. We caa
TABLE PRIZES - DOOR PRIZES - REFRESHMENTS
Union, Maine
Fred Pote. steward of the Penob- worked hard to gain his place on name. Skipper, lost near Haw
help yaa had la>uag mmiaeuoa
For Reservations Call:
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 19.»6
scot. Mr. Pote was appointed the bridge and beginning with the thorn's Point. Cushing. ADA
trough oar wide srlccno. of Rock
Cash in office and bank.
„„
D ,, . where
.
.he epent
of Aga faauly anoumena. Each a
_ $3,563.58 : agent
at. Belfast,
Adah Roberts 16S3 or Marian Cook 675
State of Maine he commanded thc WATTS, Tel. Thomaston 201-5.
hacked hy a agned guaraalre la
6*lt
Gross cash assets.
$3,563.58 the rest °f his life in faithful serv- New York, Falmouth, City of
Sponsored by the Emblem Club
Portland, and New Brunswick.
UABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1956
| ice *0 *>>» company.
Donation 75c
Please Bring Own Playing Cards
50 per cent cash pre
The little steamer Bon Ton that
May 23. 1884: The business of
mium.
$570.38 ran between Bangor and Brewer the Rockland, Bluehili, and Ells
WANTED
for over half a century began her worth Steamboat Co., was put
Total
liabilities.
$570.38
WARREN Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Net cash assets.
$2,993.20 career in 1884 and was built at under the direct management of Purchasing Agent
CAMDEN
TeL 2151 Premium notes subject to
Camden. Her length was 30 feet, Calvin Austin. Mr. Austin, at that
Knox-LincoInrWaldo (onntiett
assessment.
$22,815.00 breadth 8’6", her draught 2% feet. time, was general freight agent
For Rockland Firm
8-8-tt Deduct ail assessments and
She was owned by Henry .1. Leach for the Boston and Bangor Steam
payments,
1.140.75 and Charles C. Burr of Brewer.
Write
ship Company.
Sept. 24. 1886: The following offi
$230 bushel
May 23, 1884: The International
MdNTOSH
Balance due on premium
P. 0. BOX 243, ROCKLAND
notes.
$21,674.25 cers were assigned to the steam Steamship Line chartered tempo
Giving Qualifications
er Rockland: Captain, W. C. Saw- rarily the Steamer Lewiston, and
JAMES L. DORMAN,
$2.00 bushel
COURTLAND
and References
Secretary. tell; pilot. S. S. Conary; purser, Steamer John Brooks to take the
6-S-12 Charles T. Mason; engineer. E. J. place of Steamers Falmouth, and
2-tf
$1.50 bushel
NORTHERN SPY
Anderson; mate, F. L. Winterbot City of Portland, burned and
tom.
wrecked.
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
The following appeared in the
Nov. 9. 1888. The new steamboat
PRICE IS WITHOUT CONTAINER

R&H taxicab and extensive dam
age to the cab. Rockland Police
reported.
Police said the acci
dent occurred on the icy junc
tion as Maryon Garrison. 41. of
Rockland was unable to stop
while traveling west on Orient
Street and skidded into Union
Street. The Jeep he was operaing and a 1954 Dodge taxi sedan
driven by William Goodin, 22, of
410 Cedar Street traveling south
on Union Street collided. Damage
to the left rear door and fender of
the taxi was estimated at $150
wnile negligible damage was re
ported to the Jeep. Neither driver
was injured in the accident which
occurred at 5.50 p. m.

Chester Brooks

APPLES

FOR 74 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175

*

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

CALL

1371

RANG!

* far Heat Packed

AND

FUEL

Oil

1-B-tf

6 Miles from Camden On Rente 10S

ANY SIZE

Wentworth Farms

On Order nt

MARITIME OIL CO.

Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

RUBBER STAMPS
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
SMALL GROUP OF EGG PRODUCERS

Sheepgrowers

Seventeen Area Egg Producers Organize
Plan Meeting At
Nobleboro the 18th To Combat Government Financing Of
The first annual meeting of the Integrated Egg Producing Operations
Knox-Lincoln Sheepgrowers' As

STUDYING MARKET SITUATION

Causes for the extreme depres-' confined to egg producers. Second. I
sion of the egg market are being it is a branch of the Maine AssoThe Knox Association
sought by a group of poultrymen ciation.
I who have been holding informal meets monthly and the Maine As- Z
A group of 17 poultrymen in the continued financing of distress op- ducers.
discussions during the past month. sociation occasionally. Thus, the ' ,
sociation will be held in the North
Noblcboro Community Hall with Knox-Lincoln area have formed an 1 erators could but worsen the situPlans were made to have a dele The next meeting will be held at members of the new group felt
dhmer served at 6.45 p. m„ Friday, organization known as the Inde-a,lon "bicb now has egg produc- gation attend hearings before leg- the Chamber of Commerce build- thht they needed more frequent
man is paid three cents a bird
By Henry Teague
lslative committees at Augusta on ing in Rockland. Henry Lowe of meetings due to the emergency.,
Jan. 18. Presiding will be Presi- pendent Egg Producers’ Associa- j‘n " SPri°US positionper week.
dent Chesley Cripps of Camden.
t|on An organilatlona, meeting.Other officers
elected
with the proposed Poultry Industry Tax Brooks, state field manager for Also they feel that the problems
When many a poultryman has
This arrangement holds until
There will be the election of ofLeach were: Frederic Hynd of Bill. The proposal is to levy an the Farmers’ Home Administra of the broiler division of the poul troubles, he is apt to try to blame
the poultryman reaches a current
try
industry
are
not
the
same.
tion,
has
been
invited
to
discuss
fleers for 1957 and a discussion of one of severa «c«ntly, was held Cushing, secretary; David White, industry tax similar to that al
Among the problems presently the feed company one way or an level on his feed bill after which
the year’s progress and plans, at tbe offices of the Rockland Warren, treasurer; Henry Teague. ready in force in the sardine and subjects related to the FHA.
being
discussed are the possibility other. I would not say that it is deductions continues for the FHA
Contrary
to
reports
appearing
potato industries to provide funds |
along with plans for the coming Chamber of Commerce Thursday Warren, public relations,
of vertical integration with big not possible for the feed to be and the remainder of the check
elsewhere,
attendance
to
these
for
advertising
the
product.
The
year.
evening.
A committee selected to draw
group meetings is by invitation! business taking over the independ- the cause but the chances are over current feed bill goes to the
The meeting will start with a
Objectives of the group, which up by-laws for the organization bill has been opposed generally by
only. The reason for this is that ' ent egg producers on a hired basis, quite remote. The feed service-' poultryman.
movie on the Australian method of is headed by Miles Leach of War- consisted of Henry Teague, chair- poultry associations.
In other words the poultryman
members wish to keep the group The possible relation of govern- man also has to serve as a whipsheep shearing. Extension live- ren as president pro-tem, include man; Hugh Williams, Bremen;
At the meeting were: Miles
small at the present time so that ment loans to over-expansion is ping boy quite frequently, espe- joins in the national pastime of
stock specialist, Jack Goater and betterment of conditions in the Frederic Hynd, Cushing; Herbert Leach, Charles Kigel, David White,
the discussions will not become also being considered.
cially in times like the present.
buying on the installment plan. As
County Agent Gil Jaeger will have [ market egg industry. Also, oppo- Alexander, Simonton Corner and Carl Erickson, Henry Teague,
unwieldy.
Up to the present moment there ' Over in New Hampshire the I understand it, if the price of
short talks. Thomas Elliot of the , sition to government financing of Miles Leach, Warren. They will Grover Young and Arthur Burgess,
The question has been asked: has been no consideration of for- poultrymen seem to have come eggs is so low or there is a flock
American Cyanamid Company will integrated egg producing opera-j meet Thursday evening at Teague’s j all of Warren. Also, Kendall Orff, I vvhyjg'*Jqds group not using the raal organization but it is interest- up with a new angle. They are disaster, the FHA will ’ step in
discuss the use of Aureomycin in | tions.
home in Warren.
Cushing; Malcolm Tilton, Jeffer- RnoxCounty poultryAssociation
ing to note that attendance thus trying to place at least a large with further aid to the poultryEgg producers arq the hardest
Egg producers interested in son; Luther Fowler, Round Pond; , for discussion of its problems?! far has been practically 100 per
sheep feeding. P. E. Swift of New
part of the blame for the present man, if he is eligible, to tide him
England Dressed Meat and Wool hit at this time in several years the association are requested to, Frederic Hynd, Cushing; Clayton [ First, the county association is not cent.
poultry and egg depression on the over the difficult period, even
Company from Somerville, Mass., as prices have slid downward send applications to the Secretary,, Howard, Thomaston; Louis Meg-j
shoulders of the feed companies. supplying money for family living
will discuss market lambs and steadily over a period of several Frederic Hynd, RFD, Thomaston, quier, Camden; Herbert Alexander, j
To quote from an article by expenses.
months.
, A letter prepared by Hynd, and Simonton Corner; Charles Hudson, I KNOX-LINCOLN 4-H'ers WINNERS
sheep.
Fred E. Beane writing in the New
This pullet financing plan seems
They
contend
that
government
addressed
to
Maine
’
s
CongressionWest
Rockport;
Hugh
Williams,I
Those who plan to attend are
Hampshire Sunday News:
to be working out so well that
OF
MANY
AWARDS
PAST
YEAR
F.H.A. loans, al Delegation, was read and ap- Bremen and Gilbert Jaeger of
asked to contact Mrs. Wallace money, through
The hottest potato in the poul some feed dealers are joining the
Spear, RFD 1, Waldoboro so that made available for construction of J proved by the group. It calls at- Camden, the countj' agent, servA total of 69 awards and medals Janet Eugley, Kiddie Kookere of try industry today, on the Granite movement.
the North Nobleboro Extension new egg producing plants, and > tention to the plight of egg pro- ing as an advisor.
for outstanding work in 4-H pro North Nobleboro.
State circuit, is the question,
Most of the poultrymen seem
Women’s group will know how
jects were won last year by boys
should feed companies, who sell to like the pullet financing plan
Forestry
many dinners to plan.
per Jan. 26 are being furnished by 1 an(j gjris jn the clubs of Knox and
Gary Pinkham of Damariscotta their grains to going poultrymen and it certainly gives FHA and
RESPIRATORY TROUBLES TO BE
committees appoirited. Tickets for ( Lincoln Counties directed by Mrs.
won a medal in the forestry pro get into the business themselves the feed companies a weekly
the supper are now on sale.
j Loana Shibles, the 4-H agent for
as competitors.”
check on the flocks that are fi
WALDOBORO MEETING SUBJECT
Christmas Tree
ject.
Pomona Grange will meet with ' the area.
I can’t say about the feed com nanced.
Frozen Foods
“The Why’s of Respiratory , They will enable the poultrymen Penobscot View at Glen Cove, on
The awards were in recognition
panies, but certainly the feed
Men To Study
This plan lifts the efficient poul
Constance Wilson,
Jefferson; dealers have often gone into tryman over the big stumbling
Troubles” will be the subject at a t° take a >ook at respiratory I Saturday.
of widespread skills in the many
meeting of Poultrymen to be held troubIes
‘he standpoint of the First and second degrees will be phases of farming and homomak Fay MacDonald, South Jefferson; business with poultrymen more block in the egg producing busi
Management
chicken’s body makeup and man’s worked Jan. 16.
chicken's
ing and were made by national Elaine Hoffses, Camden; Nancy than they intended to. Many a ness. individual disaster due to
Christmas tree producers will Tuesday at 7.45 p. m. in the Mu management.
manufacturing
concerns and foun Starrett, Warren.
poultry house and plenty of equip flock disease and general disaster
Owls Head Grange
meet Thursday, Jan. 17 to see and nicipal Building in Waldoboro.
dations.
Vaccination program recommen
Garden
ment has been bought with a feed such as the low prices we have
By Elisabeth Walker
practice Christmas tree manage Speakers will be Dr. Frank Witter dations will also be made by the
Competition is keen for the
Joyce MacDonald. South Jeffer bill and it is even possible that had this year.
At
the
meeting
of
Jan.
8.
Law

ment, according to County Agent and Dr. Donald Payne, animal two doctors.
awards and the requirements very son; Gary Pinkham. Damari feed dealers have financed a few
For the inefficient poultryman,
rence Haynes of Ash Point showed
Gil Jaeger.
scotta; Wayne
Brown,
North such things as automobiles, wash if he is able to get financed at all,
pathologists at the University of
All poultrymen are invited to, colored
slides
of
Wyoming, high.
The group will meet at 10 a. m.
Contestants and the awards Nobleboro; Constance Wilson, Jef- ing machines, etc.
Maine Experiment Station.
it is simply a delaying action and
attend.
Mexico and France.
at Moody’s Diner in Waldoboro.
The large amount of money in unless he improves his efficiency
-----------------------------------------------A donation was made by the which they won in the several ferson.
They will go from there to one of
categories are listed below. Some
volved in a poultry operation he will eventually have to give up.
■ Home and Community Welfare
Soil and Water Conservation
Percy Moody’s lots which was cut
tempts some to divert a part of
A man with say 5000 hens must
1 Committee to the Port O’ Rock- have won two or more medals.
Wayne
Brown,
Busy
Farmers,
this year and is now ready for THE GRANGE CORNER
the gross income in other direc put somewhere near $10,000 in re
Dress Revue
land Drum and Bugle Corps. That
North
Nobleboro;
Richard
Nash,
thinning and pruning and some
Dress Revue awards were won Camden; Alton Gammon, North tions besides feed bills. Such a serve each year to raise his new
i committee will also put on a sup
weeding to prepare it for good
procedure can be disastrous for flock. He must have this besides
per for the Fish and Game Asso- by Elaine Hoffses and Ramona Warren.
tree production. Some of this
Acorn Grange
Rosetta Sidelinger, Josephine Fin-, ciation On Jan. 17.
the poultryman and at the very his farm operating, living and
Drinkwater, Pine 4-H Club, Cam
Tractor
work will be done while looking
By Katheryn Maloney
ly and Anna Grinnell.
a Beans for Polio supper will be den; Mary Woodward, Wawenock,
least exasperating to the feed possibly interest and mortgage
Forrest Hunt, Bunker Hill Work
over the lot and discussing the va
Lecturer's March prizes were [)Ut on under the direction of the 4-H Club of Walpole; Ruth Young
dealer.
A meeting of Acorn Grange was
payments. If he has any less than
ers;
Alton
Gammon,
North
Warrious practices. Moody is. a di held Wednesday evening. Jan. 2, won by Phyllis Hewett and Jose- youth Committee on Jan. 22. Eve- of Camden C. of C.; Virginia Ul
The
outcome
of
this
has
been
the full amount, he must seek
boro; Wayne Little, North Noblerector of the Maine Christmas with 24 members present.
phine Finley.
]yn Eoss ;g chairman.
mer, Simonton’s Corner; Nancy ren; Wayne Brown. North Noble less and less dealer financing and outside financing. Thus pullet fi
Tree Producers’ Association.
The next meeting will be on
more controlled financing direct nancing can go anywhere from a
St. George Grange ”
Kermit St. Peter is reported ill. Starrett. Warren Wonder Work boro.
After lunch, the group will go to Wedneilday Jan. 16
ly by the feed company. In the small to the full amount.
By Gladys Gregory
First and second degrees will be ers; and Beverly Griffin of Applethe lot of Louis Hildebrand in
case of egg producers this con
Refreshments were served after
In a way it is not a happy sit
St. George Grange at Wiley's conf<,rred a‘ ‘he next meeting on ton Boosters
4-H'ers To Hold
Nobleboro. This is a plantation of the meeting.
trolled financing is known as pul uation for the poultryman for
Corner will have a public baked Jan' 22
Canning
Christmas trees set out four years
A beautiful cake, made by Inez
let financing as that is when the this financing generally follows a
Fal MacDonald of Happy Har Tractor Clinic
Ocean View Grange
bean supper Thursday, Jan. 17, the
ago.
Harold Eastman of the
Montgomery, was presented to vesters South Jefferson; Nancy
biggest drain comes on a poultry- wasted year in which he has
Western Maine Forest Nursery of I Monday evening, a meeting of proceeds of which will go to the Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Freedtte, in
man’s capital. A general outline worked either for no, or at least
Starrett of Warren Wonder Work At University
Fryeburg, will discuss species,, Ocean View Grange was held Polio Fund.
honor of their wedding anniver ers; Carole Lunden of Singing
of the plan generaly includes inadequate, return.
I*
planting, and the care of plant with Master George F. Fay in the
Mcgunticook Grange
sary.
Again this year the American some FHA money with the feed
At the present time we have
Sewing in West Rockport; and
chair.
ings.
Oil
Company will sponsor the State company taking up the slack.
Following the usual circle sup
just ended the third year of what
won medals in the canning project.
Owing
to
the
storm,
business
County Agent Gil Jaeger will be
It is a business like operation in many poultrymen consider inade
per and business session of the
Donna Young of Camden C. of C. 4-H Club Tractor Maintenance
in charge of the meeting with Ex was speedily transacted.
Clinic at the University of Maine which the poultryman must pro- quate return with 1954 and 1956
Grange, the program was turned Tenants Harbor
Home
Beautification
On Monday, Jan. 14, first and
tension Forestry Specialist Lewis
over to the lecturer, Lucia Hop
duce a financial statement satis- much worse than 1955. Fear has
Constance Wilson, Jefferson; Jan. 23 through 26.
MRS HENRY ALLBIN
Bissell and Farm Forester Robert! ••«»* dpffree work wil1 bp in kins. Opening songs, “Old Folks
Mardis R. Warner, Extension factory to the parties concerned. become rampant in poultryland
Correspondent
Vonnie
Noyes
of
Meadow
View,
Umberger present to help in the order. A full membership meet At Home,” “My Old Kentucky
Telephone 69
North Union; Donald Starr, Ama Service agricultural engineer of On a complete financing deal the for the USDA has already predict
ing is requested.
discussions.
Home,” “Old Black Joe,” with
teur Farmers, West Rockport; Da the University of Maine, will be in: egg check goes direct to the feed ed that 1957 may not even be as
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Harris and vid Walker, of Aina Sod Busters. charge. He'll be assisted by 4-H company and specific allotments good as 1956.
If weather should be bad after
Mrs. Theresa Johnson at the
Warren Grange
Club agents and members of the are made to the FHA and the
the morning session, the group
By Nancy Benner
piano, were sung by a group on the Miss Edith Harris of Brunswick
So, financing or not, poultrymen
Clothing
staff of the agricultural engineer poultryman. The FHA amount is are getting tired of working for
will meet in the Waldoboro Muni-: There was a nice attendance at stage dressed as darkies, with have returned from a two weeks'
Medals were won by Elaine ing department of the College of
cipal Building at 1.30 p. m. ac- t^e Grange meeting Tuesday banjo accompaniment. All pres visit with Mr. and Mrs. Norman
generally seven cents a dozen for next to nothing and many are
Hoffses, Pine Club, Camden; Judy Agriculture.
Simmons
at
Fort
Lauderdale,
Fla.
ent
joining
in
the
songs.
Past
cording to Jaeger.
table eggs and 15 cents a dozen looking for new ways to earn a
night and a good program. HamAlbee, Aina Goal Seekers; Ruth
Each county has been invited to for hatching eggs. The poultry- living.
The Clara Long Corey Mission1 burgers and coffee were served Master Rose LeBlanc gave two
readings, “Angelina Johnson," ery Society met Tuesday after Young, Camden C. of C.; Nancy send one more delegate than it has
after the meeting.
Food Training
4-H tractor clubs. These dele
and
“When Melinda Sings” by the noon at the home of Mrs. James Starrett, Warren.
The lunch committee for next
lems encountered by many farm
gates may be leaders, older 4-H The Tax Man
negro poet. Paul Laurence Dun Taylor.
Home
Department
j
week
will
be
Mernie
Gordon
and
Classes Set
ers are clarified under a series of
bar.
Faith MacDonald of South Jef boys, or any man who’ll attend
! Gayle Crockett.
Naomi Chapter, OES, will obspot headings.
Offers
Aid
To
with
the
understanding
that
he
’
ll
ferson;
Constance
Wilson
of
Jef

For Next Week
The lecturer’s march was won serve past Matrons and Past PaSeven of our membors attended
The booklet also deals with such
teach
the
subject
matter
learned
ferson; Elaine Hoffses, Camden
by Mabel St. Clair.
Knox Pomona.
trons Night Friday, Jan. 18.
The Farmers
subjects as farm inventories, de
at
the
clinic
to
4-H
tractor
mem

Training classes for all foods
and
Nancy
Starrett
of
Warren.
The highlight of the evening was
Lawrence Watts, Bradley Wiley,
Evening Star Grange
preciation, capital gains and
bers when he returns home.
leaders of Extension groups on
Farmers who are confronted
the talk, with colored slides, by John Lantz and Jimmie Murray
Junior Ix-adership
losses, casualty losses and thefts,
By
Josephine
Finley
Byron L. Bondurant, head of the
the new foods program for 1957,
Sidney Cullen of The Courier-Ga- have returned from a trip to
with problems growing out of the trades, condemnations and dis
Roger Wilson
of Jefferson
agricultural engineering depart
called “Meals for Moderns” will
At the last December meeting. zette staff, who, as one of 22 news- Providence, R. I.
Eagles and Carole Lunden of Sing
ment at the University of Maine, new social security phases of eased livestock, soil and water
be held at the Federated Church Evening Star Grange held its an paper men recently took a trip to
Lewis Young, U. S. Mail Car ing Sewing were winners of Junior
and his staff will serve as instruc their Federal income tax returns, conservation, and other matters
il) Thomaston on Thursday. Jan. nual Christmas party with a Mississippi, by invitation, to study rier, is a patient at Knox County Leadership medals.
tors. The clinic will actually he as well as with other points in of farm interest.
17, and on Friday. Jan. 18, at the j beautifully lighted and decorated the problem of the colored people. General Hospital.
Meat Animal
an intensive short course in trac their tax determinations, will get
Congregational Church in New-! tree furnished by Mr. and Mrs. The conclusion seems to be that
The publication contains consid
Craig
Walker.
Coggan's
Hill
of
tor maintenance.
castle. Both classes are to start William Hewett,
a big assist from the new 1956 erably more material than Is in
the negro does not want social in
Union and Richard Nash of Sim
Roland Carpenter, lecturer in edition of the Farmers’ Tax Guide cluded in the information booklet
at 10.30 a. m. and will be conductA fine program was put on by tegration. but the intelligent and SPRUCE HEAD
education, University of Maine, now available without charge at which will accompany 1956 farm
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Neilson onton's Corner of Camden.
ed by Mrs. Sylvia Keene, county the
Youth Committee, June well educated wish to be recog
will conduct classes in teaching district offices of the Internal ers tax forms.
foods leader, assisted by Mrs. ’ Pitcher and Phyllis Hewett.
nized as persons in their own have returned to their home in
Poultry
The Home and Community Wel- right, in their own place. Only Gorham after spending the weekMabel K. Folsom home demonMedal winners were: Richard methods and principles. The 4-H Revenue Service and from coun
Farmers who have had special
stration agent.
I fare Committee has been asked to tolerance and education on both end with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Salminen,
Amateur
Farmers, tractor leaders will study ignition, try farm agents.
problems during 1956 will be able
This subject matter will be j furnish the progiam for the next sides can do that and it may take. Batty.
West Rockport; Richard Shuman, lubrication, cooling and fuel sys
The 64-page booklet has been ; to plan much of the calculation recombined with emergency feeding ' meeting. On this committee are generations.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Broadfoot Happy Go Lucky, Waldoboro; tems in lecture and laboratory brought up to date by the nation quired by their returns by using
practice and rules. New report
i
i He spoke briefly of Hodding who have been spending several Marieta Erickson, Singing Sewing, sessions.
al office of the tax collection the new guide, revenue officials
A feature of the evening of Jan. agency with the aid of revenue
forms will be explained, also.
I they can be completed and for-1 Carter of Greenville, Miss., pub- weeks at St. Petersburg, Fla., West Rockport; Arthur Jackson.
said. It will enable those who file
For this reason all foods lead-1 warded to the Augusta Office on lisher, a summer resident of Rock- have returned to Rockledge Inn. Georges Valley Hustlers. North 25 wiH ** a ban<>uet a"d program. agents in farm areas, the Federal January 15 estimates to do much
The “grand finale" will be a Extension Service of the Depart
ers and emergency feeding chair-’ or before January 31, 1957. Agri- port, whose plans for justice are
Fred Batty and Peter Neilson Appleton.
of their computation in advance
trouble-shooting contest the next ment of Agriculture, and the state
men are invited to attend, wheth-! cultural employers should not use working out well in his city.
were business visitors in Machias
of annual form prepartion.
Dairy
forenoon when several teams will
er their groups are carrying the Form 941 as a substitute.
| Details of the Polio benefit sup- Saturday.
Farmers desiring a copy of the
Wayne Brown, Busy Farmers have a chance to put into practice Extension Services of the Federal
Meals for Moderns program or
guide should visit either of the
North Nobleboro; Alton Gammon, what they’ve learned. They'll try land grant colleges.
In addition to describing in de available distribution points or
not.
White Oak, North Warren; For to get into running order tractors
tail the steps to be taken by farm write at once requesting copies.
rest
Hunt,
Bunker
Hill
Workers;
1937 Chevrolets Carry Individual Beauty
that have been “fouled up” delib ers in all categories in preparing
Supplies of the booklet are avail
Perley Day, Aina Sod Busters.
Wheeler Short
erately for this competition
their 1956 tax returns, the booklet able at The Internal Revenue Ser
Dairy Foods Demonstration
also provides numerous examples vice, 221 State Street, Augusta,
On Farm Worker
Constance Wilson, Jefferson; Farm Values On
on how to do it. A list of new Maine, to which address mail re
June Stimpson. White Oak, North
topics is included along with a quests also should be sent.
Tax Forms
Warren; Sandra Mdnk, Warren Increase In N. E.
check list of items of farm income
Wonder
Workers.
Whitney L. Wheeler, district
Particular prob- Subscrlbe to The Courler-Goxetta.
The total value of New England and expenses.
director, Internal Revenue Serv
Electric
farm real estate, as estimated by
ice, Augusta, announced today
Alton Gammon, North Warren; the United States Department of
that Form 943 (Employer's an
Donald Starr, West Rockport; Agriculture, reached nearly $1.3
nual tax return for agricultural
Wayne Brown, North Nobleboro; billion in 1956. Farm real estate
employees) is in short supply. It
Roy Pecce, North Warren.
values have been nearly steady in
is expected that these forms will
10 Aluminum Comb. Windows
Entomology
the last five years in spite of the
be made available in time so that
Joyce MacDonald, Happy Har rapid downturn in the number of
1 Aluminum Comb. Door
vesters, South Jefferson; Charles farms in the six state area.
Hunt, Jefferson Eagles and Roger Total Value of Land and Buildings
NEWCO - ROCKET 2 TRACK
Wilson of Jefferson Eagles.
Newport
Farm Real Estate
Regular
$335.
NOW $289.
Field C rops
1951 and 1956
Poultry Co.
Alton Gammon, North Warren;
No DoiAfn Payment
(million dollars)
Donald Starr, West Rockport; State
As
little
As $9.36 per Month
WANTS UVE POULTRY
Clarence York, Georges Valley Maine,
"I
HOME
DEMONSTRATION
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Boys of Warren; and Kenneth New Hampshire
Top Market Prices Paid
Noyes, Meadow View of North Vermont,
Coll Rockland 1430-W; CRestwood 4-2686
For Few!
Union.
Massachusetts.
HOWARD KENNISTON
Rhode Island.
Food Preparation
DICK BENNER, Buyer
Elaine Hoffses, Camden; Linda Connecticut,
WALDOBOKO, MAINE
29 GAY STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Distinctive styling and trim treatments for two-level photo of the ‘Two-Ten* sport sedan, at
Hatch, South Jefferson; Anne
6-8-tf
TeL TEmple
each of the three series of 1957 Chevrolet pas top, and the Bel Air convertible. Bodies plus
57-S-tf '
$1,277 $1,286
Peterson, Mt. Battux, Rockland;
New England,
senger cars are emphasized dramatically in this wide range in color choices total 469 for the line.
s«>e9>ee>>«
i
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Tuesday-Thursday-Soturday

Around The County On A Winter Day

1

Zero days put the citizens into woolens and galoshes, but once
in a while some hardy sonl makes a dash from his place of em
ployment to a place of refreshment in his shirt sleeves.
At the left, Ken Thomas, manager of Green’s Shoe Store, pre
pares for a new window display, first painting the floor.
Mrs. Bcrnime Kearns, warmly garbed against the winds and

VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Telephone 172

Mrs. Jackie Dyer and son Rob
ert are visiting in Rockland with
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer.
Everett Libby. Hollis Burgess.
Sr., Clyde Bickford. James Cald
erwood, and Carl Williams, all
members of the Transportation

temperatures of Friday morning, makes her way along Main street
on a shopping tour. She is prominent in American Legion Auxiliary
affairs.
(onrad Ames, watchmaker in Sulka Jewelers, is the shirt
sleeved lad mentioned earlier. A resident of Juniper Hill where it
really gets cold and the snow drifts deep, he doesn't bother with a

Committee, were in Augusta on ents.
Wednesday and Thursday.
Master Ronnie Hanley of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Lloyd land is visiting with his grand
were visitors in Rockland on Wed mother, Mrs. Lora Hanley. Mrs.
nesday.
Frank Hanley returned to Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mills spent land on Friday after spending
the week in Rockland returning Wednesday and Thursday as
j guest of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Rob
home on Friday.
Mrs. Sylvia Anthony returned ertson.
home from Portland on Wednes
Mrs. Joyce Ames visited in
day after accompanying her Rockland on Thursday.
Mrs. Norma Lloyd was hostess
daughter Viva to the Maine School
for the Deaf. She had spent the to Just Us Girls Club on Tuesday
Christmas vacation with her par | evening. Lunch was served and

a social evening enjoyed.
Mrs.
Dorothy Telman won the Mystery
Prize.
O.V. Drew returned home on
Thursday after attending a Post
masters meeting in Rockland.
Mrs. Isabel Osgood was a Rock
land visitor on Wednesday.
The Mad Jems met with Muriel
Oakes on Wednesday evening.
Lunch was served and a social
(‘veiling passed.
Mis. Kenneth Ames was brought
from her home in Matinieus on

eoat even though his fellow Main streeters bundle to the ears.
Mrs. Marion Leach of Lucirn K. Green A Son takes a moment
off from her ladies wear business to wind up a few errands early
Friday morning.
Warren G. Hill came downtown Friday prepared for chilly
weather, even though he was going to spend the day in the warm
Tuesday to Vinalhaven by Vonnie
Ames in his boat, the Moonlight,
called by the sudden illness of
her mother, Mrs. Lottie Polk.
Cheryt** Fourth Birthday
Miss Cheryl Tolman celebrated
her fourth birthday on Thursday
afternoon by entertaining a group
of her young friends at her home.
The children played games and
Jean Hopkins won first prize in
the clothes pin game, Betsy Pen
dleton first prize in the gumdiop
hunt, and Donna Poole first prize

in the Pin the Tail on the Cat.
Lunch of birthday cake and ice
cream «a» served and the chil
dren
received
balloons
and
cookies as favors. Cheryl received
many lovely gifts.
Those present were: Donna
Poole. Dickie Williams, Debra
Hamilton. Betsy Pendleton. Wendy
and Barbara Duncan. Jean Hop
kins. Beth Haskell. Mrs. Hejen
Poole. Mrs. Nell Williams, Mrs.
Mpe Toman. Mrs. Jean MacDon
ald. Mrs. Emily Dyer. Mrs. Shir
ley Hamilton, Mrs. Marion Pen
dleton and Mrs. Patricia Duncan.

office of the Rockland, Rockport Ume Company where he Is an
accountant.
Mary Egan pays for a purchase in a camera store, totally
unaware that such things as cameras may pop up even in camera
shops. When she is at business she may be found in the Collins A
Foss dry cleaning establishment.
Photos by Cullen
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The story on this page may help you keep your
family alive and well—and show you how to
help prevent sudden death to others on the highway.

EAST WALDOBORO

This year, nearly 42,000 men, women and children will he
kiiled in highway traffic accidents, according to the

present mounting rate.

Forty-two thousand people!—that’s a good-sized citywiped out by speeders, traffic-light heaters, stop-sign passers

and other potential murderers!
•
What makes it even worse, if that’s possible, is that with
all the speeding—all the hurtling through traffic lights—all the

ignoring of stop signs—all a driver can save on an average trip
is three minutes !

Would you be willing to give up those three minutes to

save your child’s life?-Or a stranger’s life? Or your own?
HERE'S HOW TO DO IT:

FIRST —Drive

safely and courteously yourself. Obsene speed limit*

and warning-signs.

Where traffic laws are obeyed, death* go DOWN!

SECOND — Insist

on strict enforcement of all traffic laws. Traffic

regulations work for you, not against you.

Where traffic law* are atrictly enforced, death* go DOWN!

THIRD — Work

through your church, PTA or civic group for extra
policing where needed, better street lights and signals, and a school

safety program.

Where people work actively for safety, deaths go DOWN!

FOURTH —Call

on your local or state safety council for help in

promoting better laws and uniform enforcement.

Where everyone understands the law, deaths go DOWN!
In city after city, day after day. it's been proved over and over again—

WHERE TRAFFIC LAWS

are

OBEYED-DEATHS GO DOWN;

Mr. and Mrs. Ralps Eugley, Sr.,
of West Waldoboro were holiday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ken
nedy.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jameson of
Friendship were Sunday callers
at Raymond Simmons.
Mrs. Joseph Glaude, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Glaude. Jr., and children
and Patsy Sanborn visited Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Wilson in Wash
ington Sunday evening.
Charles Jones. Charles Jr., and
Mrs. Annie Mank were in Bangor
recently. They also visited Mrs.
Everett Cook in East Holden.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flanders
of Newcastle, Mr. and Mrs. Lc
land Orff of Chapel Comer were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Florence
Flanders.
Miss Glenys Miller has return
ed to Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harkins of
Waldoboro were Sunday guests at
Fred Munroe’s.
Arthur Scott of South Wey
mouth. Mass., Melrose Scott of
Togus and Miss Sharon Burnham
of North Waldoboro have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bean and
son of Union were Sunday guests
at Lloyd Bean's.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Mank and
children of Warren were callers
at Earle Miller's Sunday.
Earle Miller was in Lewiston
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black, Jr.,
of Tenants Harbor and Mr. and
Mrs. Earle Reynolds of Thomas
ton visited with Mr. and Mrs
Joseph Glaude, Jr.. Saturday eve
ning.
Clifton Miller and family, Mr.
and Mis. Fred Munroe called on
Mrs. Ethel Hanna Friday evening
in Round Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott. Mr
and Mrs. Jesse Day were in Hof
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Mrs. Esther Gross has been at
tending a training class for cloth
ing leaders at the Farnsworth Mu
seum, Rockland. This is held in
connection with the Extension As
sociation.
Past Matrons and Past Patrons
Night was held Tuesday evening
at the regular meeting of Wiwurna
Chapter with 10 past matrons and
three past patrons present. The
next meeting will be Jan. 22 and
Men's Night will be observed with
the seventh degree.
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WOULD YOU GIVE UP
THREE MINUTES
TO SAVE YOUR CHILD’S LIFE?
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MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone TEmple 2-9201
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HORIZONTAL
1-Divertify
4-Otherwise
8- Before
9- Mold
14-Contume
15- Emitted a sonorous
sound
17- More gentle
18- Bombastic talk
19- Musical sounds
21- Aet
22- lnto
23- Soothed
26-A weight measure
29- Salt (Lat.)
30- Geography (abbr.)
33-Oiner
35-Large artery
30-Six
37- lndulgent
38- Musical note
39- lslandt (Poet.)
41-A dependency of
China
43- Hawaiian garland*
44— A letter
46- A title (pi.)
47-Yawning

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
51- Ahead
52- Suffix to form past
tense
53- Malls

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Greek god of love
16-Depart
18-Horseman
20-Obteure
57-Tear*
24- Most indulgent
59-American composer 25-Conceited people
61-A gem
26- Satan
63- Raw metal
27- Elevste
64- Exchange
28- Preposition
65- The whole
31- Fur-bearing animal
66- Departed
32- Goats (Scot.)
67- Unit*
34- Residence (abbr.)
35- Emmet
40-King of beaata (pi.)
VERTICAL
42-Prefix. Twice
44- Large sea-duck
1- ln high degree
45- Savory
2- A constellation
48- A coin
3- Hlre
49- Not any
5- Thin
60-A black bird
6- River in Poland
51-AJsr
7- Diminutive suffix
54- Toward
(Fr.)
55- Extend over
9-Walk
56- Troubles
10- Part of a fattening 53-Anger
60-Eastern State of
device (pi.)
11- Part of verb “To be'
United State*(abbr.)
12- Foot-lever
62-A beverage

lis Center to attend funeral serv
HSHE
ices for the latter’s brother
3HKGraH
Thursday.
agjRWN
P aBBnIc,
Richard Glaude and family of IA'ptWn llP.P EL R S □s
Cushing were Sunday guests of SEES* 3DEB0P HESS
gsBntr nan seebe
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. J.
casEEB naoctraB
Glaude.
■■ sssssraiiEH ■■
atasonsB eebdb
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cotta and
-------------------- HBBBE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morgan of
Camden were Saturday evening
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
IGJ
Miller. Robert Wlddecombe and
children of Rockland were Sunday
supper guests of the Millers.
Mrs. Fred Munroe received a
telegram of holiday greetings
RUBBER STAMPS
from her son. Francis Orff, and a
telephone talk with her son, Har
All Types end Sizes
old Orff of California.
ON ORDER AT
This community was saddened
THE COIMIER-DAZETTE
to learn of the passing of its oldest
member Judson Benner.
asae

NEED MONEY?
To start the year right-

get $25 •• $1500 is 1 DAY
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES,
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular
medical and dental care — all can be financed.
FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there
is a sensible plan.

LIFE INSURANCE AY NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
CatBOAM
—
— r~ CAMBISM am
aAevw
nrnt ““ pnono A-dotot
o coming in.
In ROCKLAND:

SUPPORT YOH* LOCAL SAFETY ORGANIZATION

TI >■ HEV

359 Main Street
IdcwmI Fleer

— Aleve lejptoee't Jewelry Store

k°e'alt
Published in an effort to save live*

in ce
Tin Advertising Council
TM Nadoaal Sent, Count'i

A. C. McLoon Co.
DOCKLAND

TEL. SI
106-tf
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A. L A. Unhappy

THOMASTON
Newt and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST.. TEL 156-5

jlttcnb (Jour Giirdi

Over Features of

Present Day Cars

ert Andrews; deacons. Charles 1
Starrett, Frank Hallowell. Francis
Tillson. Alfred Strout. Robert
Andrews and Ralph Jackson.
Deaconesses, Mrs. Ruby Hall,
Miss Edna Hilt, Mrs. Ann Day.
Mrs. Carolyn Whitten Mrs. Vera
Robinson. Mrs. Lucy Hoffses and
Mrs. Harriet Buxyn.ki; board
micoinn,
ra GlaHv« FprnnlH
missions, ML
miss uiad>s fernald,
v*
Minnie
Newbert
M‘s Minnie wewoert, wins
Miss Chri«Chris- ,
tine Moor. Mrs. Vera Robinson
and Mrs. Lilliam Fitzpatrick; \
board of Christian Education.
Mrs. Marian Silver and Mrs. Ma- )
Sanborn; fl(Jwer committee
Mrg
Brasier Mrs CaroIyn )

In calling for a legal halt to
the present horsepower race by
manufacturers. the
automobile
A-I-A today referred to the threehundred plus horsepower delivered by some of our more power
ful cars as “downright ridicu

Gene Harjula has enlisted in the
U. S. Navy and is receiving his
basic training at the Naval
Training Center in Bainbridge.
Md.
The officers of the Friendly
lous”.
Circle met Thursday afternoon
“Our grandfathers." Philip C.
with President Nora Seaver to
Thibodeau. General Manager of
plan committees and schedule for
the ALA. said, “would have had
suppers and meetings for the
.
..
,
more sense than . to use a twentyyear Refreshments were served
mulc team t0 bri“* home a bushby the hostess.
eI of potatoes and yet we give
Mrs. Mildred Gillis entertained
the fantastic P°"'e>' °f the nPW
a group of friends at cards
_ Wedcars t0 our wives to g0 topping,
nesday evening at her home on
to our teen-age children for their
Main Street. Refreshments were
enjoyment and to ourselves to
served. Guests were: Mrs. GayWhitten and Mrs. Margaret Part- commute to work."
nel Hocking. Mrs. Gloria Howard. ridge; senior ushers, Leroy Whit-1 The ALA executive pointed to
Mrs Bonnie Strong. Mrs. Dorothy
ten. Robert Marr. Linwood Silver, - the 1950 Ford <10° horsepower) as
Jameson, Mrs. Arlene Lampinen.
Jr., Peter Larsen. Ralph Carroll having power which is entirely
Mrs. Norma Staples and Mrs.
and Alton Foster; junior ushers, adequate for all of today's driv
Priscilla Sukeforth.
Kurt Hoffses, Daniel Sanborn. ing needs and added that if autoBrothers Night was observed at Allan Young. Robert Silver. Leslie I mobile manufacturers won't lower
Grace Chapter. OES. Wednesday Marr and David Sanborn; assist the horsepower of their products
night. A poem written by Mis. ant superintendent of Sunday- on their own volition for the sake
Faye Stetson was read by her School, William Daggett;- treas of safety they should be limited
honoring the brothers. Associate urer of Sunday School, Mrs. Olive by law. Thibodeau further pro
Matron Marguerite Hills acted as gtrout
posed a gradual lowering by 50
Worthy Matron.
Refreshments
horsepower per year until the
( hurch News
were served in the banquet hall i
maximum is reached.
hy Mrs. Leola Rodamer. Mrs. , Sunday School at the Baptist
The by-products of a legally-enFrances Richardson and Mrs. Church Sunday morning at 9.45 forceable reduction of horse
Alma Black. The Star Circle held followed by service of worship at power, Thibodeau stated, would
its annual meeting with the fol-\ 11 o'clock with Mrs. Norma Dor- be a corresponding ^reduction of
lowing officers being elected: man bringing the message. Bap- useless weight so obvious in ex
President, Mrs. Marian Blake; [ tist Youth Fellowship meets at 6 cessive front and rear overhangs
vice president. Miss Nellie Tib o'clock with Mrs. Vera Robinson in the useless chrome trim and
betts: secretary and treasurer. as guest speaker. There will be in the "impractical” fins.
And
Mrs. Leila Smalley. Plans were a trumpet solo by Leroy Cook most important, he said, would be
made to hold a card party with and song leader will be Allan the saving of one of our most val
a tentative date being January- 30 J Young. Evening service at 7 uable national assets—oil. which
with Mrs. Blanche Lermond as o'cloek with Mrs. Norma Dorman wastage approaches immorality.
as speaker. Monday-, Wed-Co
chairman.
The Friendly Circle met Tues- Club meets at the church for a 6 WEST WASHINGTON
day evening at the home ot j o’clock supper meeting. Supper
Larry Cooley returned home
Presidertt Nora Seaver with 19 committee will be Mr. and Mrs.
from Miles Memorial Hospital
members present. It was voted Ralph Jackson. Mr. and Mis.
Tuesday where he was a patient.
to purchase tables for the vestry. Darold Hocking and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Chauncey Hallowell has
Mrs. Edward Dornan was appoint- Leroy Whitten.
A silent action
recovered and is able to drive the
ed publicity officer.
will be held. Monday at 7 o’clock
star route from Washington to
John Egerton was host Thurs- the World Wide Guild Girls will
Cooper’s Mills.
day at breakfast to benefit the meet at the home of Miss Betsy
Calvin Hibbert who has been
polio fund drive.
Guests were: Gay for a business meeting and
confined to his home the past
Mrs. Arthur Elliot. Mrs. William progiam
Wednesday, Ladies
month has gone to Fairfield Sana
Boy-nton. Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton,1 Circle will hold a work meeting
torium for the winter.
Mrs. Miles* Weston. Mrs. Cha--- at the home of Mrs. Minnie NewMr. and Mrs. Owen Wellman
lotte Gray, Mrs. Helen Creighton, bert at 2 o'clock. Thursday, were in Jeffenson and were dinner
Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs. Marita prayer and praise service at 7 guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Hawley, Mrs. Lester Adams and o’clock followed by choir rehears Noyes.
al at 8.
Miss Margaret Copeland.
Nelson Huntsman, an instructor
Members of the Dessert Bridge
Federated Church School Sunday ) j„ Togus, is moving his family
Club enjoyed supper at the Knox morning at 9.45 wtth Mrs. Karl j [rom Redford, Mass., to the Cleber
Hotel Thursday night after which Stetson, superintendent. Service Cooley farm, which he recently
they met at the home of Mrs. of worship at 11 o’clock with Rev. purchased.
Doris Spear for cards.
Prizes John A. Morrison bringing the
-■
—
were awarded Mrs. Sara Mont message. A flower offering will) James' Catholic Church Sunday
gomery, Mrs. Marian Grafton. be taken at this time.
Junior morning at 9 o’clock.
Mrs. Naomi Elliot and Mrs. Faye Youth Fellowship will meet at 7
Morning Prayer service at St.
Stetson. Others attending were: o clock. Senior Youth Fellowship John’s Episcopal Church Sunday
Mrs. Avis Brasier, Mrs. Kay Flint will hold an outing at the Snow ) at 7,40 followed by Holy Commuand Mrs. Ann Donaldson.
Bowl at Camden. Transportation , „ion at 8 o’clock. Sunday School
will be furnished and will leave : at 10.30. Bishop Oliver Loring of
Officers Elected
Officers elected at the annual the church at .4.30. Each attend- Portland will make his annual
meeting of the Baptist Church ing member is to bring their i visitation at 4 o'clock for EvenIn case of inclement 1 song and Confirmation. Reception
Thursday evening were: Clerk, lunch.
Mrs. Helen Hallowell; financial weather a regular meeting will, w|li follow at the parish hall,
Sunday School at Assembly of
secretary, Miss Mabel Fernald; be held at 6 o’clock at the church.
treasurer, Mrs. Olive Strout; Monday, a 6.30 Fellowship supper , God Church Sunday morning at
benefieient treasurer. Miss Gladys will be served in the vestry for) 10 o'clock followed by service of
teachers and parents. Each is to ) worship at 11 with Rev. Robert
Fernald: auditors. Miss Nellie
Tibbetts. Francis Tillson ard bring their own dishes and silver. Dickinson, pastor. Christ AmbasThe supper is sponsored by the ) sador Young People will meet at
Pearlie Hall; trustees, Alfred
Strout. Pearlie Hall. William Dag- Religious Education Committee the church at 6 o'clock followed
gett. Russell Hoffses. Francis With 016 aim t0 haVC teache™ and by the evening service at 7. Wed
Tillson. Ralph Jackson and Rob- T"? btC°me better aCqUalnt- nesday evening service at 7.30.
ed. A fee of 35 cents will be
charged. Tuesday, choir rehears
al at 7.30. Wodnesday, Boy Scout
Troop 215 will meet at 7 o’clock
at the vestry.

Mass will be celebrated at St.

Madelyn Oliver Drinkwater

SCHOOL OF

THE DANCE
re-opens

SATURDAY, JANUARY 12
For Registration
At the
TOWER ROOM
< DM MI NITY BUILDING

OX

St. John the Baptist Episcopal
Church. Thomaston: Holy Com
munion every Sunday at 8 a. m..
preceded by morning prayer at
7.40 a. m. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first
Sunday of the month. Morning
Prayer and Family Service first
Sunday of each month for parents,
children. A warm invitation is
extended to everyone to attend
this service. Communion break
fast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at
Knox Hotel.

Worship services for members
of The Church of Christ will be
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday In
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock
street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans
ol Augusta will lead. All visitors
welcome.
• • •
St. Bernard’s Rockland, Sunday
Masses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James’
Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.;
Confessions at St. Bernard’s, Sat
urday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily
Mass at 6.45 a. m.
• • •
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church:
Order of Services: Parish Com
munion and Sermon, 9.30 a. m.;
Communion
Breakfast,
1030;
Church School, 11.00. Weekdays.
Mass, Tuesday, Thursday and Frllay at 730 a m„ Wednesday.

in the Fidelis Classroom at 6 p.
m.; in the 7.15 p. m. Sunday eve
ning service the pastor will con
tinue the messages on the “Faith
Chapter;” the church school board
will meet at 6.30 p. m. in the LendA-Hand classroom. •
Boy Scout Troop No. 243 will
meet at 6.30 p. m. Monday at the
church; Prayer Hour is Tuesday
at 7 p. m.; adult choir will re
hearse at 8 p. m. Tuesday; Ladies’
Aid will meet at the home of Mrs.
Harry Chase on Brewster street
for a meeting at 7 p. m. on Wed
nesday; Farnham Class will meet
on Wednesday at the church at 7
p. m. and Missionaiy Society will
meet at the church on Thursday
for an all day meeting. Louise
Thomas is hostess.
• • •

4 a. m.

R

•

*

The Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church. Merle S. Conant, minister,
will meet for worship at 10.30 on
3unday morning. Mr. Conant will
preach on the theme "Conscious
of God Now." Anne Davis will
play "Prelude in F” by Read,
“Adoration." by Kern, and "Postludc in G” by Manney. The
Church School will meet at 11
o'clock for study and fellowship.
All members of the parish are in
vited to support this important
work.
The Youth Fellowship
meets at 5 o’clock for worship,
business, and the program. All
high school students of the parish
are urged to attend.
The Buy Scouts meet on Monday
night at 7 o'clock with Harold
Whitehill serving as Scoutmaster.
The Girl Scouts will meet on Tues
day afternoon at 3.30 with Ruth
Rogers and Katherine Veazie di
recting the program. The Bible
study group will meet on Tuesday
at 7.30. Mr. Conant will lead the
meeting with a study of Isaiah 15,
16, 17. All members of the parish
are invited to attend. The Kola
Klub will meet on Thursday night
at 6.30 for a supper, business, and
program. The committee will be:
Thelma Small, Joyce Morey and
Bob and Louise Gregory.
All
members are invited to attend.
The junior choir meets on Friday
afternoon at 3.30. Anne Davis will
direct, and Lina Mountfort has
charge of the social activities. The
Fourth Quarterly Conference will
be held on Thursday evening,
March 14. All vouchers for 1956
and all reports for this conference
should be in Mr. Conant’s hands at
once. His reports to the Maine
Conference must be sent in by
Feb. 1.
» » »
The South Thomaston Methodist
Church will meet for worship at 7
o’clock. The sermon theme will be
"Conscious Of God Now.” All are
welcome to the service. Christ,
when he is really experienced, is
pure joy. Worship helps us to gain
and keep this experience. Let the
church help you find Him.
e

e

•

At the Holy Trinity Lutheran
Church in Thomaston, W. I.
Ylonen. pastor confirmation class
•ssr CMt»LK, ttmo ir z zzezrr s svcecsnom'
meeting on Sunday at 4 p. m.,
TO ALLOW THI USS GLACIIA.THI »»VVS
Bible study at 6.30 p. nt., and wor
HIWIST ICIBAIAKEA TO GET THROUGH OW
ship at 7.30 p. m.
LONG RANGE COMMUNICATIONS FROM REMOTE
ROLAR AREAS, A IIOOFT.. RADIO ANTENRA
* • *
SURRORTEO ST BALLOONS IS USED
At Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church: Church School classes
A smart man works for his will meet at 9.45 a. m. Sunday;
money, and then makes it work morning worship will be conduct
for him.
ed by the pastor at 11 a. m. The
sermon subject is "The Lord’s
Baptism and Ours.” The adult
SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
choir under the direction of Mr.
SUNDAY: 3.00 to 10.30
Wyllie will sing during this serv
DAILY; 2.00-6.30-8.30
ice; carol choir will rehearse at
5.15 p. m.; Junior B.Y.F. will meet
at 6 p. m. Instruction for those to
be baptized will be given in this
service; Senior B.Y.F. will meet
OF THE MAN HE

At Owls Head Baptist Church:
Morning worship Sunday at 8.45
a. m.; Church School at 10 a. m.;
B.Y.F. at 6 p. m.; prayer service
on Thursday at 7.30 p. m.
e

e

CALLED HIS

V V

BEST FRIEND!

fyritte,
non

e

e

e

Rev. Edward T. Barram, pas
tor of the First Baptist Church,
will continue his series of "Popu
lar
Sermons
on Theological
Themes” Sunday in the 10.45
morning worship service with
Sunday's subject. "The Inspired
Word”. In the Church School at
9.30 a. m. each department will
be striving to exceed last year’s )
average attendance at this time.
At 5.45 the Senior Ambassadors j
will meet, and at the same hour .
Mr. Barram will be the guest ;
speaker at the Early Teen-agers
meeting with Carol Philbrook in
charge. At 6.45 the pre-service
prayer meeting will be held, and
the evening servide will open at
7. “Set for the Defense of the
Gospel” will be the sermon sub
ject, and music will be by the
choir and a male trio, with the
service broadcast over WRKD at
7.30.
Meetings during the week will
be as follows: Monday. Colonist
Pioneer Girls at 6.30; Tuesday,
the Golden Hour of Prayer, Praise
and Bible Study at 7.30; Wednes
day. the Pilgrim Pioneer Girls at
330, Explorer Girls at 6.30, Boys
Stockade at 7, and choir rehearsal
at 7.30; Thursday, the Missionary
Fellowship meeting at 7.30; Fri
day, Junior Ambassadors at 3.30;
and Saturday, the Prayer Hour at
7.30.
* * *
At the Congregational Church,
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor:
morning worship at 10.40. with
sermon by the pastor, "The Re
ligious Tradition.” Church School
classes will be held at 9 for those
from four years old through high
school, and at 10.30 for those two
years old through grade nine.
Comrades of the Way will meet at
6.30 at the Synagogue on Willow
street for a period of instruction
by A. Alan Grossman on the
Hebrew religion.
Appointments for the week in
clude: Monday, Girl Scout troops
7. 15 at 3, and Boy Scout Troop
206 at 7; Tuesday, Girl Scout
Troops 1, 2 at 3, and Pack 206 com
mittee meets at 7.30 with Cubmaster Theodore Andrus at his home
(Continued oa Page Seven*
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ROBERT

LAUREN .»■

DOROTHY

HUDSON • STACK • BACALL • MALONE
ENDS SATURDAY - 1.30-6.15-7.30
GREAT AMIRKAN PASTIME" plus "3 OUTLAWS"

TWE/RF GOIA/G 7D STICK A totf W MF
Yes, Sonny, we do it all the time!

Mommie

holds

you

in

her

If only it were that easy to protect you
from some of the other diseases that in

fest the world . . . the plagues that eat
away man's moral and spiritual fibre.

But

religion

can’t

be

homes, and worshipping families, and vig
orous churches to get you ready for a noble,

happy life.
Rcttor

4-oIfa

Book
Sunday .. . P„im,
Monday
Psalms
LU'udayJ
Proverbs
Wednesd y Proverbs
Thursday
Luke
Friday..........Luke
Saturday... Luke

Sponsored by

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Men’s and Boys’

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
Clark Island

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MCDONALD'S
THOMASTON

TEL. 3

G. H. ASTON & SONS
410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Onr Luncheonette

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.
MAINE

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

ALBERT B. ELLIOT
INSURANCE - REAL ESTATE
Thomaston, Maine

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

Stndebaker, Packard and Willys
Sales and Service

BOB'S RESTAURANT
19 PARK STREET------ 72 MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

WALTER MORSE
“FLOWERS”

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO
CAMDEN STREET

Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

Authorized Distributor of Dutch Boy Paints
586 MAIN ST. TEL. 25-W ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE

U-HAUL TRAILERS FOR RENT
Telephone 8004
John Curry, Prop.

THOMASTON - MAINE

CROCKETT'S FLYING "A" SERVICE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

USED CARS AND GENERAL REPAIRING

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

SHE READ HIS

A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE
Rockland, Maine

SENTER - CRANE'S
THOUGHTS'

RICHARDSON'S

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.
Sales and Service — Home Appliances
THOMASTON

»•//

W. C. LADD AND SONS
INSURANCE
Rockland, Maine

SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.

REED'S WOOD SHOP
Come In
ROUTE 1

Look
SOUTH WARREN

STANLEY'S GARAGE
HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service

6-S-tf
. . . and found he was not think

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

ing of her at all, but only of

46 Park Street
Telephone 800
WIRTHMORE FEEDS

V’

REJTAURANT

"I'Ll CRY TOMORROW"

FROST & WILKINS, INC.

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

Serving Nova Scotia, Boston, Belfast. Ellsworth
Yarmouth. Halifax. N. S.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
:. pimani atmqtphfpe

8

• .306 MAI N Tf reef

•

A. C. MeLOON & €0.
Distribntor Shell Gasoline, Range, Fnel Oils
Utility-Gas and Appliances

Susan Hayward

$270 Cash Nite Saturday

f'F

If urt Qiinrlaw uz/lfVi unnr fsillre*

Music by Hawaiianairrs
Donation 50c

with
Richard Conte ■ Eddie Albert

— Pour

injected with a

needle!
So it requires wise parents, and Christian

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS

In Her Greatest Triumph

And

one less disease for you to worry about.

SOCIAL DANCE
Acorn Grange Hall, Cushing
SATURDAY - 8.30 to 12.00

CamJen Theatre

lap.

that nice, friendly doctor gets the needle
ready. Then . . . OUCH! And there’s

FOR THE CHURCH

SoffioySay

NEWBERT’S

ROCK

AU

The Church is (he greatest (ac
tor on earth lor the building ol
character and good citizenship It
is a storehouse ol spiritual values
Without a strong Church, neither
Nomocracy nor civilization can
reason*
P”’" °r# lour sound
''aeons why every person should
?/'7LCM f*’ular|l’ «■<! sup
port the Church
They are: (!)
f°r h,s.°wn sake
(2) For his
children s sake (3) For the sake
ol his community and nation. (4)
Lh,A ' 5Ou*
,he Church "sell.
Which needs his moral and ma
terial support
Plan ,o

STARR BROS., INC.

FRIDAY ONE SHOW AT 7.15
SATURDAY AT 2.00-630-8.30
SUNDAY AT 3.00-630-830
TECHNICOLOR®

the church fob AU . . .

ESSO PRODUCTS

THIS WOMAN IN HIS ARMS
rWAS NOW THE WIFE
qjj|

e

The answer to mankind's great
need of purity and regeneration
will be emphasized at Christian
Science services this Sunday. Keynoting the Lesson-Sermon on “Sac
rament” is the Golden Text from
Psalms (24:3.4):
"Who shall
ascend into the hill of the Lord? or
who shall stand in his holy place?
He that hath clean hands, and a
pure heart; who hath not lifted
up his soul unto vanity, nor sworn
deceitfully.” Sunday services at
10.30; Sunday School at 10.30 a. m.
Wednesday night services at
7.30 p. m.

7 760

Serving Knox County in Thrift and
Ownership Since 1888

ROBERT C. BURNS
Concrete Vi
485 Old

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Sunday morning, after thc morn- ner and Mrs. Lubelle Sidelingcr "FRIENDLY PERSUASION" AT THE STRAND THEATRE
ing service, about 12 noon. Con- and a quizz by Mrs. Luclla Crock- .
Friendship
WARREN
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
sideration will be given to a re-1 ctt. There was a guest from AnHELEN FALB8
MISS DORIS HYLER
port from the committee, on con- derson Auxiliary, Rockland. Mrs.
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
Correspondent
solidating the Parish and Church Lueila Crockett will be the dinner
Tai Temple 3-9666
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Groups.
I
chairman.
Jan.
23.
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home
HEBE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Pupils at the High School, espeChurch Notice
Parent-Teachers’ Association
Advertisements in this column not tn exceed three lines inserted
cially the girls of the basketball
once for 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
Pastor
Everett
E. Pender of the
Members
numbering
35.
who
at

Mrs. Sarah Butler, Polio March team, were happy over their vic
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
Advent Christian Church will be
of Dimes chairman, has stated the tory over the Rockland J.V. team tended the PTA meeting at the
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called, I. e., advertisements
j filling his pulpit next Sunday,
mailing cards for donations were Tucgday aftel.noon. s^-e 47 to 42. High School Tuesday evening, en
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaxette oflice
addressed by Mrs. Mary Erickson. w,th Ju„e 3timpl<on 5Coring „ joyed a fine entertainment of high
preaching on the following topics:
for handling, cost 25 rents additional.
school pupil talent, announced by
Mrs. Anne Stred. Mrs. Joan White. pojnts
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
10.30 a. m. "Who Goes To
Principal
Edgar
Lemke.
Piano
Mrs. Alice Emery, Mrs. Emily
.
....
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
Heaven?" 7 p. m. "My Belief That
„ ...
...
....
,,
,
Mrs. Richard Butler, with Mrs. solos. "Song of the Wind" and
Beattie, and Mrs. Marilyn Kennis- .. .
_ ,.
,
,
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Makes Me Tremble.”
Sunday
, ,
.. ...... Nathan Berliawsky and Mrs. Wil "True Love." Geraldine Griffin;
No classified »ds will be accepted without the cash and no book
ton at a club meeting held at the
School will hold its weekly session
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
me
of
Mrs.
Alice
Emery,
Tues*
a,d
Peaae
of
R
°c
kla
nd
and
Mrs.
accordion
solos.
"Sharpshooters'
home
at 12 m. Tuesday. 7 o’clock,
ALL MVST BE PAH) FQR
evening These cards will be C a>',On H°'?rd °f Thomaston, at- Marc„.. and ..Melody of
1 da y evening.
as received exrept from firms or individuals maintaining regular
i prayer and testimony meeting.
tended the Polio Coffee at Blaine Judy Dillaway; piano duet, ‘‘Lady
mailed
out
the
first
of
next
week
acconnts with The Courier-Gaxette. Count the Words—Five to a
Thursday at 7 p. m.. Loyal Worki Of the Gardens” and ‘‘Swaying
and Sarah suggests filling and House, Jan. 8.
Line.
! ers wil! meet in the church vestry
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Pellerin
j
Daffodils.
”
Janice
Kinney
and
. mailing by return mail before they
I for their weekly service.
are motoring to San Fernando. -=■:■■
...
....... — ........ —
are forgotten.
Calif.,
where
they
will
visit
with
'
TO
LET
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Mystery Circle met at Odd Fel
l.EGAI. NOTICE
his son. Martin Pellerin and fam
STATE OF MAINE
lows Hall. Tuesday evening. Jan.
CROSLEY Console TV for sale,
Venetian Blinds-Window Shades
FOUR Rm. Furn. Apt. to let.
ily for thc winter.
j County of Knox. se.
8.
The
members
planned
aprons
$65:
also
China
closets.
$15
up:
a .
I elec, range, running water, flush
Made To Fit Your Windows
January 11. 1957
The Lady Lions met in the home j toile, $35 p„r month Qvgter
heaters; end heater with oil burn for the club's annual sale at Union
All Styles and Colors
Taken this eleventh day of Janof
Mrs.
Anne
Stred
Wednesday
Rjv
,,
r
Road
Warren.
ELSIE
J.
ers.
$55;
open
front
antique
stove.
Free Estimates — Call
Fair in August. This was the anGary Cooper in a scene with the new sfar, Anthony Perkins, in the uary. 1957. on execution dated
Refreshments
were i WALLACE CRestwood 3-2551. 6-8 wonderfully human picture play, "Friendly Persuasion”, showing at December 7. 1956. issued on
Tel. 939
$45: refrigerator costing $317, sell- nuai meeting, with officers elected even*n&UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
W price $150; muail refrigerator ' ag foiloWs: president, Mrs. Marion s«‘rv«> h>’ M"- Elsa
and
judgment rendered by the Super
APARTMENT to let on Route 1 the Strand Theatre Friday through Tuesday.
879-589 Main St.
Rockland, Me $35; Westinghouse roaster with
ior Court, for the County cf Knox,
Mrs. Justine Morris. The Jan. 23 j in Warren, full bath. E. W. BEN-!--------------------------------------------------------------136-S-tf base, $20; 9x12 rug. $25; bedroom i Manner; vice president, Mrs. Athat the term thereof begun and
j Tobey Messer; piano solo. Art
sets. very low
low prices;
prices; bureaus;
bureaus; I. leen
lecn Dampn;
Dampn; secretary
secretary and
and treastreas- meeting will be with Mrs. Carol I NER. CRestwood 3-2828.
held on the first Tuesday of Octo
chests; commodes; stands; braid ■ urer,
„mr Mrs.
TWra uih
,, Moore;
mcollec
online. Vainum and will be the annual
APT. at 28 Masonic Street to let. ist’s Life Waltz.” Nancy Nor In The Churches
Edna
ber. 1956. to wit. on the nine
ed and hooked rugs; antique china tor Mrs Alice Grev
The next meeting. The nominating com- j seven rooms and bath. Available wood; trumpet solo. ‘‘April in
teenth day of October, 1956 a
(Continued from Page S’X>
Jan.
14.
TEL.
1240-W.
6-8
> * JOHN Llttllr
and glass one-half price; larg. meeting will be Jan. 22. at the Odd mittee' Mr* JusUnf Mor,is' Mr8'
Portugal.” Dana Smith. 3d; gui- on Purchase street; Wednesday mandate of the Supreme Judicial
set very old dishes. Rangoon Pat
Januarv hirthdavs J^raldine Kinney and Mrs. ErnCourt setting as a law cour- on
FOR RENT
tar with vocal solo. ‘‘Love Me
CRAWLERS
tem. $85; many other articles reiiows Hall. January birthdajs
estine Ingraham, will report a new
HOSPITAL Beds, Folding Wheel Tender.. and ..glxtcen Ton," How- will be Annual Church Meeting day December 4. 1956. filed the followpriced
right.
ELSIE
J.
WALLACE
|
will
be
observed.
W S. Pillsbury & Son
with supper at 6 (co-chairmen | jng jn ease No. 763 on the law
■hairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOME j
........
,
, . . ’
slate of officers. The proceeds re 5UPPLY
TeL CRestwood 3-2551. Warren.
CO., 579-589 Main St., ! ard w,le>" vocal so’0- Anytime,
. The Second Congregational Par
Richard French and Josef Vinal I docket in the Donald F. Pooler
ceived from the sale of refresh ’ir'fbnd Me.
6-8
12-S-tf Marcia Foley; vocal solos. ‘‘I Pass announce baked beans, salads, vs Anthony Cuccinello. viz: mo
ish and Church Groups, will meet
3-S-6
ments
at
the
Lions
Club
New
SNOWPLOW for sale, 64 ft.
UNFURN. 4 Rms. to let. flush Bv Your Window” and ‘‘Give Us cold cuts, cake and coffee), koda- tion for new trial denied wh.ch
SEVERAL Beds and Springs for blade suitable for any vehicle. i
Years Ball was most satisfactory.
and
shower, auto, hot water incl. This Day,” Louise Lord; vocal chrome slides of the 1956 Church was received and filed December
WANTED
sale, $5 each; also bedroom set, REGINALD HEATH. Tel. Warren'
An eye survey was held at the DESHON. 243 Camden Street.
duet. ‘‘Whispering Hope.” Louise Fair and the fali classes in Church 7. 1956. in the clerk's office of
$40; complete parlor set. $35; CRestwood 3-3323.
the Knox County Superior Court
6 8
5-7 Lord and Judy Weston; accom
MAN wanted to work on poultry Grade School Wednesday with
washing machine. $10; white enaSchool, followed by the annual at Rockland. County of Knox and
A Very Good Living Rm. Oil farm. ROKES POULTRY FARM. Dr. Biown of Damariscotta. Dr.
FOR RENT
panists were Tobey Messer, Ger business meeting with Jerome C. State cf Maine, the clerk of courts
mal gas and oil range. $25; bu
Double Office with automatic aldine Griffin and Dr. Judson
reau, $4; 2 studio couches. $10 Heater for sale, one sleeve cabi Cobb Road Camden.__________ 6-tf Hodgkins. Di. Bickmore and Dr.
Burrows, moderator, in charge; of said Knox County by virtue of
4*6
each; better one. $20. HARVEY net type. CALL 1086-Y.
Lord. Following the program Al Thursday. Senior Choir rehearses the certificate from the said
HOME for Female Dog wanted Burgess of Rockland in attend- heat.
Heated
apartment.
GURNEY._ Union.
5 7
until school closes. Owner will ance.
Members of the Health
fred Wyllie. introduced the Jacobs at 7 and Odds and Ends meet at Supreme Judicial Court provided
3 room furnished apartment.
for in Chapter 103. section 18, vol
REAL ESTATE
buy food. ELEANOR MERRY Council assisting were Mrs. Bea
CROCHETED Baby Sets, Soak
Report and a discussion of this re 7.30; Friday. Junior Choir rehear ume 3 of thc Revised Statutes of
4
room
unfurnished
apartment.
Box 151. Union.
6-8 trice Parent, all day. and Mrs.
ers. bibs and mittens for sale.
IIASKELL A CORTHELL
port after which Charles Kigel ses at 3.30.
Maine. 1954. received in vacation,
MRS. ALICE FREEMAN. West
WOMAN wanted for office work Eleanor Ames. Mrs. Mary Atwood.
Camden, Maine
spoke, and members acquired in
rendered said judgment as of the
5*7
Meadow Road, Tel. 559-W.
4 hours a day. 5 days a week. Mrs. Elizabeth Henry and Mrs.
5-7 formation and were asked for sug
preceding term, berng October,
Cousens
’
Realty
Church
of
the
Nazarene.
Mav

FOUR 6-16. almost new tires,
Good salary. TEL. 673.
6-S
1956 term, and execution issued
FOUR Room Apt. for rent, cen gestions relative to the high school
Margaret Oxton in the morning.
erick Square. Rev. R. O. Johnston, as of that term; but attachments
tubes and wheels for sale, each
Business Opportunities
No objection to
MAN wanted for garage, seat This survey was for grades four, trally located.
problem
needs.
assembly complete, $12; also have
pastor, services on Sunday are then in force continue for thirty
children. CALL 710 between 9
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
cover installation and lubrication
litter of buff AKC Cocker pups,
At the short business meeting. Sunday School. 9.45 a. m., morn- days after the next term in that
5-tf
experience if possible. Many em six and eight, and for some prob- a. nt. and 5 p. m.
21
LIMEROCK
BT.
ready to go, Feb. 13. Home morn
ployee benefits. Good steady job bun cases of the lower grades, and
TO sub-let: modern furn. apt. preceding the program. President! ing worship 11 a. m.; Young Peo- county, being the county of Knox
ings until 1 p. m. REED’S COCK
for right man. SEARS. ROEBUCK ! opened at 9 a. m.. lasting until Thermostatic heat and hot water Vernon Jordan led in the Salute pi,.'s meeting 6 p. m. And eve and said next term being the sec
TEL
1538
ER KENNELS 61 Pearl Street
5-7 after 3 p. m. and was very satis incl. Adults only. $60. TEL. 538. to the Flag and the Lord’s Prayer. njng service 7 p. m. Prayer meet- ond Tuesday of February. 1957. in
AND OO.. 285 Main Street.
Camden.
5*7
Across from Post Office
5-tf He announced ther was vaccine ' j-g \y dneadav night at 7 o’clock favor of Donald F. Pooler, of Wa
PRACTICAL Nurse wanted. 7 factory.
tertown. County of Jefferson and
152-tf
a. m. to 3 p. m. Steady employ.
THREE
Room
Eurn.
Heated
for ail three polio shots for those will be held at the parsonage. 16 State of New York, against An
The Day Extension Group will
lud-S—5 Koller
References. Write E. c/o THE
Apt. to let with bath. THE COF- over the age of 14. and suggested
Maverick street, because of the thony Cuccinello of Rockland.
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Beta Sigma Phi cancelled its
] regular meeting Thursday night
due to weather conditions and will
meet at the home of Mrs. Lloyd
K. Allen. Shaw avenue, Jan. 24.
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BEAUTY CULTURE

Top Performance
kSharp, clear TV Images; statio-'
I free radio reception . . . these
[watching and listening plrasares
yoars when you rely on as
prompt,
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efficient

service

Richards
|Radio - Television
SALES and SERVICE
riOJ MAIN 8T.

Bom

THOMASTON

1S1-8 - Nights, UI-tJ
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KNOX HOTEL
THOMASTON

Sunday Dinner
Special
ROAST LOIN OF PORK
F With Gravy and Fried Apple..

Complete Dinner - $1.85
Serving from 12 to 3 p. m.
TEL. THOMATSON M

WHO?

Miss Marianne Lufkin

WHAT?

Opens for Business

WHEN?

January 14, 1957

WHERE?

KNOX POSTMASTERS' GROUP PLANS

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

BIG DOINGS AT MARCH MEETING
Their numbers decimated some
what by illness and bad weather
the Knox County Postmasters met
in the Mural Room of tfce Thorn
dike Hotel on Wednesday evening
for theiP monthly meeting, which
also happened to be the annual
meeting.
The same officers were re-elec
ted. comprising: Mrs. Eva Haw
kins of St. George, president;
Mrs. Enid Monaghan of Port
Clyde, secretary-treasurer; Don
ald George of Thomaston, first
vice president; and Herbert Wal
dron of Glen Cove, second vice
president.
Postmaster Waldron was re
ported still confined to his home
with a heart ailment, but gain
ing all the time.
It was announced that a meet
ing of the State Chapter officers
will be called by President Lacasse of Berwick at the Augusta
House in Augusta to formulate

The MacDonald Class of the
First Baptist Church cancelled its
meeting Thursday evening and will
meet with Mrs. Harriet Emery
Jan. 24.
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Buenos Aires. Argentina.
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Congregational Church, followed mons Street, has returned to his
Miss Marianne Lufkin, a grad
by the annual church meeting. home in Westport. Conn.
uate of Pelletier’s School of
Supper chairmen are Richard
Beauty Culture in Lewiston, is
French and Josef Vinal.
Second Lieutenant Theodore M.
opening for business as an asso
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ciate with Mrs. Clara Nason,
Cheryl Havener, daughter of duties at Fort Bliss, Texas, after
proprietor of the Peter Pan Beau
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Havener. a 10 day visit with his parents.
ty Shoppe at 431 Main Street
The Rt. Rev. Oliver T-. Ixiring.
Broadway, has returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore M. Strong.
where she will be happy to wel
from Thayer Hospital in Water
Bishop of Maine
Sr. South Main Street. Lieutenant
come all of her old and new cus
ville where she underwent a ton
Strong is one of a class studying
The Rt. Rev. Oliver L. Loring, tomers.
sillectomy.
electronics and radar
DD. Bishop of Maine, will make
his annual visitation at St. Peter’s
The Purchase Street School PTA
The second in a series of book Church Sunday. He will be cele Hungarian Aid
met Wednesday night with Presi
dent Wendell Hadlock in the chair. reviews sponsored by the Public brant and preacher at the Mass
Fund Over Top
During the business meeting. Mrs. Library Advisory Board will be at 9.30 a. m. and administer Holy
given
next
Wednesday,
Jan.
16
at
Confirmation
and
will
also
preside
Millard Cole, Mrs. Alois Kunesh
Knox County has exceeded its
and Mrs. London Jackson were ap 8 p. m in the library. Fred at the breakfast following the serv quota for Hungarian Relief, ac
pointed as a ways and means com Perkins of Warren will be the ice.
cording to Mrs. Reita Holden, sec
mittee. Mr. Hadlock turned the speaker. He is now the commer
retary of the Knox County Chap
cial
writer
for
Station
WRKD.
He
Miss Carol Huntley was honored
meeting over to Supt. Bruce Kin
ter
of Red Cross.
ney, who, acting as moderator of is a graduate of Bates College and at a surprise bridal shower Thurs
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has
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at
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day
evening,
given
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Sidney
a panel discussion, introduced Cas
day over a quota assigned the
per Clara vino and members of the University of Maine and was for Cullen at her home on Broad counts- by national headquarters of
merly
a
teacher
in
the
Warren
and
-street.
The
numerous
gifts
were
school faculty, Mrs. Helen Yonug.
attractively arranged and floral $698.
Mrs. Winifred Barbour. Mrs. Caro Rockland High Schools.
However, the Red Cross office
arrangement of red and white car
lyn Johnson. Marshall Burke.1
will continue to accept donations
Susan
Kinney,
daughter
of
Supt.
nations
flanked
with
tall
white
Henry Martin and Joel Fisk, who
which may be either delivered to
explained in detail the complete and Mrs. Bruce Kinney, enter tapers centered the table at which
the office or mailed.
system and functions of the Pur tained at her home on Summer buffet lunch was served. Mrs.
street
Wednesday
afternoon
in
ob

Forest
Pinkerton
and
Mrs.
Ken

chase Street School.
Refresh
ments were served at the close of servance of her fourth birthday. neth Orcutt assisted in serving Thomaston Lions
the meeting with Mrs. Hugh Little Various games were enjoyed with while Mrs. Dana Whittier poured. 1
and Mrs. Donald Borgerson serv prizes being awarded to Wendy Invited guests were Mrs. Robert Meeting In St.
Bicknell and David Chisholm. Re Coffin. Mrs. Walter Dimick, Mrs.
ing refreshments.
freshments, including a beautiful John Newman, Mrs. Naomi Far John's Undercroft
Madelyn
Oliver
Drinkwater ly decorated birthday cake were rar, Mrs. Dana Whittier, Mrs. j
The Thomaston Lions Club met
School of the Dance will reopen served and favors and horns pre Manuel Winehenbaugh, Mrs. Mar
Saturday. Jan. 12 for the 13th sea sented to the guests which includ guerite Johnson, Mrs. John M. Wednesday evening at the Under
son in the Rockland Community ed Linda Parker, Joyce, Donald Richardson, Mrs. Jesse Brad- croft of St. John’s Episcopal
Building. Registration and per and David Chisholm, Janis Mun treet, Mrs. Richard Lufkin, Mrs. Church. The dinner preceding the
sonnel interviews will be conduct sey, Sylvia Marsh, Carol and Vin Forest Pinkerton, Mrs. Elmer business meeting was held at the
ed from 2-5 p. m. in the tower cent Ciaravino, Judy and Debbie Barde, Mrs. Theodore Sylvester, Thomaston Cafe. The meal ar
room. There will be classes and French, Timmy and Sue Bailey, Sr., Mrs. Theodore Sylvester, Jr„ rangement is temporary pending
special groups in tap. ballet, toe Greg MacDougal, Wendy Bicknell. Mrs. George Heath, Mrs. Maurice installation of new cooking facili
McKusic, Mrs. Raymond Ander ties in the Undercroft.
and acrobatic dancing, also a ses Carol and Kathy Kinney.
The original committee of John
sen, Mrs. Conrad Ames, Mrs. Shir
sion for ballroom and social eti
Patricia Anne, daughter of Mr. ley Barbour, Mrs. Neil Russell, Pomeroy, Ralph Cushing and
quette for teen-agers every Sat
urday night from 6-7 p. m. Work and Mrs. Miles Sawyer, celebrated Mrs. Harvey Kelley, Mrs. Ethel Clayton Howard, who were ap
will begin immediately on routine her sixth birthday recently with Richards, Mrs. Ralph Whitney, pointed to render suggestions for
for the annual dance recital which a supper party at her home Mrs. Kenneth Morang, Mrs. Hor the allocation of the recreation
on Broadway. Colorful balloons ace Herring and Mrs. Kenneth Or fund, was augmented by Allan
takes place in June.
were used in decorating and the cutt.
Robbins, William Vinal and Frank
Rockland Lady Lions met for a attractive table featured a merryVaitones. A report of the full
dinner meeting Wednesday night go-round cake made by Patricia’s
Knox County Camera Club will committee is to be made at the
at the Hotel Rockland with 15 grandmother. Mrs. Clinton Bow meet at Carroll Berry’s studio, meeting of Feb. 13.
members attending. Following the ley, flanked with two pink ele Rockport, Tuesday, Jan. 15 at 7.30
Activities of the club during the
dinner, the group adjourned to the phants. Guests were Judy Call. p. m. Bring warm clothing, past six months have been the fur
home of Mrs. Betty Guay for a Janis Munsey, Susan Boland, camera, black and white or col nishing of glasses to a needy
business meeting at which time it Carolyn Carpenter, Wendy Bick ored film, tripods and flash il youngster, contributions to the
was voted to make contributions nell, Carol Kinney, Sylvia Marsh, wanted for going out to make night school hot lunch program, spon
to the Port O’ Rockland Drum Kathy Bowden. Johnny Lowe, Da time winter pictures. Bring slides soring a high school student to
Corps. Hungarian Relief Fund and vid Jordan, David Lawrence and for NEOCC slide contest.
“Boys State” at the University of
the March of Dimes. Queen Tommy Bailey. Anna Ware, Cheryl
Maine and furnishing transporta
Lioness Phyllis Grant appointed Havener and Susan Packard.
At a meeting of the Rockland tion for local members of the
Mrs. Vera Warner, Mrs. Ruth Prizes in the game contests were Business and Professional Wom
Three-Quarter Century Club to
Fogarty and Mrs. Eugenia Annis awarded to Anna Ware, Cheryl en, Mrs. Joyce Champlin, dirtri-t
their annual meeting.
as a nominating committee also Havener and Susan Packard. Mrs. director for district 5 of the Maine
Merle Weeks, Mrs. Inez Harden Sawyer was assisted in serving by Federation of B.P.W. Clubs
and Mrs. Esther Novicka as the Mrs. Charles Call and Mrs. Clin cepted the nomination to represent
South Hope
installation committee. The next ton Bowley.
the club as a candidate for second
JOSIE ROBBINS
meeting will be at the home of
vice president of the state. A vol
Correspondent
Mrs. Wendell Hadlock, Jan. 23, at
The Work For Charity Club met untary collection was taken for the
8 o’clock.
Wednesday at the IOOF hall for Port O’ Rockland Drum Corps by
Leslie Heath is at the Veterans’
an all dqy session with Mrs. Eliza Mrs. Emma Harvey, former finan
The Rockland Assembly No. 12, beth Moody, Mrs. Lina Carroll and cial chairman of the BPW. who Hospital. Togus.
Order of the Rainbow For Girls Mrs. Marguerite Grindle serving has been closely connected with
Clifford Tibbetts of New Hamp
met Wednesday night at the Ma as housekeepers.
Following a the Corps. It was reported by the shire was a recent guest of the
sonic Temple for an election of short business meeting, work was recording secretary there were 48 Marion Hart family.
officers. Elected for the coming completed on a quilt. Members active members in the organiza
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Willis and
year were: Worthy Advisor, Judy attending were Mrs. Zaida Wins tion with new members being children visited the Roy Luce fam
Pease; associate worthy advisor, low, Mrs. Lillian Johnson. Mrs. initiated at the next business meetilyEllen Maxey of Camden, Sister of Ada Payson. Mrs. Faustina Crock ’ ing. It was noted with regret the
Esther McFarland of Camden
Charity. Norma Clark of Thomas ett, Mrs. Shirley Rolfins and Mrs. I resignation of Miss Gertrude Sai
was the guest of hgr parents. Mr.
ton; Sister of Hope. Sandra Hardy; Mabel Brewster.
ler who is being transMrred to Au and Mrs. Ralph Robbins, Wednes
Sister of Faith, Evelyn Dean of
gusta. President Irene Adolphsen day.
Camden;
recorder, Rosemary
Rockland Women’s Club met at appointed Mrs. Esther Wolfe as
Maynard Bowley is able to be
lives of Waldoboro; treasurer, the Farnsworth Museum, Tuesday corresponding secretary as a re
Gypsy Converse of Camden; drill evening with 23 members present. placement. Other appointments out after an illness of many weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lafean of
leader,
Suzanne Barstow and The meeting was in charge of the were Mrs. Barbara Morse as
chaplain. Judy Childs. The instal work committee. Miss Marion chairman of the health and safety Lewiston visited Mr. and Mrs.
lation will be held Sunday, Jan. Ginn and Miss Lucille Nason. committee. Mrs. Julettie Cross as Larkin Thorndike recently.
20 at 3 p. m. with the retiring Dressings were made for the chairman of the finance commit
Roy Taylor, who assisted in the
worthy advisor, Sylvia Sulides as Maine Cancer Society. Mrs. Don tee and Mrs. Joyce Champlin as care of his father, Charles Tay
installing officer.
ald Flood was welcomed as a new chairman of the decorating com lor for ten days, has returned to
member.
Community achieve mittee for the State Convention to Rockland.
Social items, parties, weddings, ment program was started with
Here to attend funeral services
be held at the Samoset, June 7,
guests, all personal news for The members bringing in articles for
8. 9. Mrs. Adolphsen will head the for Charles Taylor were: Mr. and
Courier-Gazette may be tele the Augusta State Hospital, books
program. A donation box will be Mrs. Robie Tayior of Rutland,
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Wincheo- for the public school library and
made for the Augusta State Hospi Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Walter
baugn, Tel. 76 Rockland, or a donation for the TV Educational
tal at the next program meeting Holmes and son John of City
left at her home, 161 Limerock program. It was voted to make
with members requested to bring Mills, Mass.; David Holmes of
*■
tf contributions to the polio fund and in useful articles. Mrs. Clara Na Orono; Mrs. Lillian Taylor of BatPort O' Rockland Drum Corps. son will also show a film and re Harbor; Robert Harris of Holden.
Delegates were appointed to at freshments will be served. It was Mass.; Donald and Carleton Tay
tend the’Mid-Winter Convention of noted that seven members have lor of South Union; Mr. and Mrs.
Maine Federation of Women's completed the first aid course Jack Mitchell of South Thomas
Clubs in Waterville, Jan. 18. Re sponsored by the BPW under the ton; Mrs. Florence Leonard of
freshments were served by the capable leadership of Mrs. Min Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
hostess, Mrs. Alma Dow, assisted erva Small. Plans were made for Taylor and Miss Nita Norris of
by Mrs. Jean Eps’ein Mrs. Mary the group to have a blood typing Belfast; Stanley Payson of Rock
Glidden and Miss Lucille Nason. at the Knox County General Hos land and Mr. and Mrs. Wcstbra
The next meeting will feature a pital.
Wentworth of East Union.
representative from the New
England Telegraph and Telephone
Company whose subject will be,
ALL BRANCHES OF
“Your Voice Is You.”
Treat Your Homo To

[for
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Pogo Eight

The Peter Pan Beauty
Shoppe
431 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 996
6*lt

plans for the State Convention
next June to be held in Augusta.
It was voted to skip the Feb
ruary meeting of the Knox Post
masters and arrangements were
made for a March meeting at the
Thorndike Hotel in Rockland, at
which time is was hoped to have
a question and answer session
with deparment officials present.
At the close of the meeting
Postmaster O. V. Drew of Vinal
haven showed some colored slides
of his vacation trip through the
South, culminating with the Na
tional Convention in New York
City.
Others present were: Post
master James Connellan of Rock
land, Howard Monaghan of Port
Clyde, Bertha and A1 Borgerson
of Owls Head, Everett Hobbs of
Hope, Margaret Andrews and Lot
tie Ewell of West Rockport, David
and Elena Pollock of South Thom
aston, and Past President Cyril
Hopper of Lincolnville.

JUNIOR CORPS HAS SIX DAYS TO

RAISE $1,300 WHICH WILL PLACE

THEM IN WASHINGTON PARADE
The Port O’ Rockland Junior six days in which to raise the fund.
Uzzeu pnuiu Drum and Bugle Corps reached The final drive started Friday
Miss Iverne Evelyn Weston
the halfway mark Friday in its with a tag day in the business dis
Miss Weston , was graduated drive for $2,600 to finance their trict which will carry through to
Mrs. Curtis C. Busby of Warren,
announces the engagement of her from Lincoln Academy, in 1956. trip to Washington where they will day.
Peck was graduated from Lincoln march in the inaugural parade
Those who will serve as chaper
daughter, Iverne Evelyn Weston,
Academy in 1955. He is currently Jan. 21.
ones are heading the fund drive,
to Adney Millard Peck, Jr., son of employed by Frederick J. Hatch,
The unit of 40 youngsters and making house to house calls and
Mr. and Mrs. Adney M. Peck. Sr., well driller.
10 leaders and chaperones are phone calls to obtain donations.
of Nobleboto.
An April wedding is planned.
scheduled to leave Rockland by | Persons wishing to aid the drive
bus at 8 a. m. next Friday. They may telephone their pledge to the
will be the state's sole repre Corps' campaign office where the
sentatives in the line of march as telephone number is Rockland
CAMDEN
President Eisenhower takes office 1662-K. A worker will pick up the
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
for the second timp.
donation at home or office at any
,
Correspondent
Counting today, they have just time designated.
Telephone CEdar 6-2197

There will be a special meeting
of the Camden Business Men’s
Association on Monday, Jan. 14.
at 7.30 p. m. to transact regular
business and vote on the names
of several new members.
All
members are requested to be
present.
Past Noble Grands Night was
observed at the regular meeting
of Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
Wednesday evening. Twelve past
noble grands and one visiting past
grand were present.
Following
the meeting a Scotch Auction was
held, and delicious refreshments
of fruit salad, hot rolls, cake and
coffee were served by Miss Bessie
Bowers, Mrs. Grace Osmond and
Mrs. Dorothy Clark.
The fol
lowing past grands were present
ed with a gift: Mrs. Inez Crosby,
Mrs. Jessie Satterlee, Mrs. Mary
Mitchell. Mrs. Lillian Herrick.
Mrs. Laura Fuller, Mrs. Mary
Alley, Mrs. Jeannette Dennison,
Mrs. Doris Dority, Mrs. Nema
Smith, Mrs. Marion Gray, Mrs.
Eleanor Melvin, Mrs. Jennie Nash
and Mrs. Margaret Sullivan from
a lodge in Massachusetts.
The Elm Street Reading Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Irving Johnson Monday evening.
The readers will be Mrs. Bernice
French and Mrs. Marion Green.
The Camden Junior Women’s
Extension will meet at the home
of Mrs. Gladys McKenney Mon
day at 7.30 p. m. The subject
will be "Better Care For Longer
Wear'’. Assistant hostesses will
be Mis. Carolyn Boynton and
Mrs. Frances Clement.
Clayton R. McCobb was elected
president of the Camden National
Bank for the seventh time at the
annual meeting. Lawrence Hop
kins was re-elected cashier, and
Oliver A. Coates and Elmer
Wadsworth. assistant cashiers.
Directors are: Charles W. Babb,
Jr., Harold S. Corthell, E. May
nard Graffam, Gilbert Harmon.
Clayton McCobb. Albert Rhodes
and Forrest L. Spear.
There will be a pot luck supper
preceding the meeting of the OES
Monday night. Games will follow
the meeting. Please bring prizes
for the game.
Following the Circle supper and
business meeting of Megunticook
Grange Wednesday evening, the
following program was held. A
group of songs by those dressed
as darkies accompanied by the
banjo. Readings by Past Master
Rose LeBlanc. The lecturer’s
march was won by Mrs. Mabel
St. Clair. The highlight of the
evening was the fascinating talk
and showing of colored slides bySidney Cullen of The Courier-Ga
zette staff on his trip to Missis
sippi. Plans for the Polio benefit
supper were completed and com
mittees appointed. The first and
second degrees will worked at the
meeting of January 16th.
Limerock Valley Pomona will
meet with Penobscot View Grange
at Glen Cove today.

Putting a mortgage on your
house is no longer considered im
moral, but it’s rapidly becoming
impossible.
Slow Down and Live!

Bowman, of Vinalhaven, and sev
South P. T. A. To
eral cousins.
ARTHUR I. KOSTER
Funeral services were held Fri Hear Panel On
Arthur I. Koster, 87, of Vinalha day at 2 p. m. from the Headley
ven died Thursday in Rockland. Funeral Home with Rev. W. S. School Proposals
<a
He was born in Rockland Feb. 27, Stackhouse officiating. Interment
1869, son of John and Annie Cain was in John Carver Cemetery.
. Albert Harjula of Thomaston,
Koster. He was a retired lobster
president of the Maine Teachers
fisherman.
LEE CHARLES YOUNG
Association, will head a panel
Surviving are a nephew, Wil
Lee Charles Young, six months which will discuss proposals for
liam Koster of Rockland; five old twin son of Mr. and Mrs. Le
school legislation to be presented
nieces. Mis. Ruth Hoch of Glen roy R. Young of Washington died
to legislature at the Monday eve
Cove; Mrs. Stanton Swett of Ded suddenly at his home in his sleep
ning meeting of the South School
ham. Mass.; Mrs. Ralph Warren on Saturday, Jan. 5.
Master PTA. Serving with him will be
of Vinalhaven; Mrs. Merle Crouse Young, one of identical twins, was
Rockland High
Principal A.
of Elmwood, Conn., and Mrs.
born at Bath, June 28, 1956.
Hamilton
Boothby
and Elemen
Edna Chapman of Rockland.
Surviving besides his parents, tary Supervisor Casper Ciaravino.
Funeral services will be held
Harjula is a seventh grade
Saturday at 10 a. m. from the are his twin brother, John Mi
teacher
at South School.
chael;
a
brother,
Ronald
Gene,
all
Burpee Funeral Home with Rev.
his
maternal
Merle S. Conant officiating. In of Washington;
terment will be in Sea View Ceme great grandmother, Mrs. William order, and checking brakes for
W. Hosmer of Bath; an aunt, Mrs. simultaneous gripping.
tery.
"Making a vehicle winter-safe
Oressa B. Young of Bath; one
cousin, Mrs. Lois M. Jones of also means keeping the wiper
WILBUR R. YOUNG
blades and defrosters in A-l con
Wilbur R. Young, 68, a life-long Washington.
resident of Camden, died Wednes
Funeral services were held Jan. dition, bo visibility is assured no
day at Togus. Mr. Young was 7 at Flanders Funeral Home in matter how much freezing rain,
with
Rev.
Royal sleet or snow may threaten.
born in Camden, April 28, 1888, the Waldoboro,
“A set of good tire chains may
son of Putnam and Abbie Richard Brown officiating. Burial will be
Young.
in Oak Grove Cemetery, Bath in be worth their weight in gold if
traction is desperately needed.
A veteran of World War I, he the spring.
Much of our winter driving can
was a former member of the
be done without the aid of chains,
Camden Fire Department and had
it’s true, but there are times when
been employed at the A. L. Ander Driving Can Be
they can be a life-saver.
son boat yard.
Tough When the
“Weather, good or bad, doesn’t
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
cause accidents,” the committee
Helen Leonard; a brother, Edison Weather's Rough
concluded. “Accidents are caused
Young, both of Camden and one
Driving can be tough when the by people. We urge all drivers to
granddaughter.
rough, but winter- practice extra care and to have
Funeral services were held Fri weather’s
day at 2 p. m. from the Laite Fu seasoned drivers manage to get their vehicles ’winter-safe’. Help
neral Home, Camden, with Rev. to their destinations without un us to BACK THE ATTACK ON
Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., officiating. comfortable incidents, the Gov TRAFFIC; ACCIDENTS’.”
Entombment will be in Mountain ernor's Committee on Highway
Money is like people—it talks a
View Cemetery with military com Safety comments.
lot without saying anything.
“
It
wasn
’
t
many
years
ago
that
mittal services in the spring.
a good majority of drivers park
ed their cars in the garage rather
ALBRA VINAL SMITH
tfiROWIA,
Mrs. Aibra Vinal Smith, 81, died than risk driving in a storm,”
“Under ex
Jan. 8 at Vinalhaven. She was they pointed out.
born in Vinalhaven Sept. 29. 1875, tremely severe conditions, this is
daughter of Austin B. and Georgia still a good idea," they added.
OUT
“However, we depend so much on
Crabtree Vinal.
auto
and
truck
transportation
to

Mrs. Smith attended Vinalhaven
schools and graduated from high day that, no matter what the
•’ -*
school in 1892, and from the New weather, we expect to drive.”
Highway crews do all they- can
England Conservatory of Music.
She and Mark Smith were mar to make travel less hazardous,
ried in 1906 in Vinalhaven by Rev. the committee added, and tons of
Mr. Lidstone, pastor of Union sand and salt are used to reduce
Aluminum Combination
the dangers of snow and ice for
Storm Windows installed
Church at that time.
rO^your home Xgu save
Mrs. Smith taught music in the motorists. However, it is not al
'.as much as 30% on your
Vinaihaven schools from 1917 to ways possible to keep up with
fuel bjll.
1927 and organized the first high snow or ice storms. Drivers
school orchestra in 1919. She was must realize that great deal of
a member of Marguerite Chapter, the share of the responsibility for
O.E.S., Oceah Bound Rebekah avoiding accidents rests in their
Drivers who must
Lodge and was active In church own hands.
work during her earlier years. undertake a trip during stormy
She was also a member of Mc weather should use excessive feare
Little and Hoffses
Dowell Club Chorus in Boston and should make every effort to
Building Contractors
make their vehicles winter-safe.
when she was there.
50 HIGH ST.
THOMASTON
Mrs. Smith is survived by her The committee added that:
TEL. 178-11
husband. Mark Smith of Vinalha
“That means paying special at
120-S-tf
ven; one son, Kilton Vinal Smith tention to keeping the battery up
of Boston; a sister, Mrs. Dora to par, maintaining lights in good
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EAGLE-PICHER

FILMS DEVELOPED

8”.j"^,ii45c

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPAIR

12 exp. Me -16 exp. 80c

Easy Monthly Payments

20 exp.tl.00 - J6 exp. $1.75

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE

P. O. Box 546, Dept. A.
BAB HABBOB, MAINE

119-tf

Rockland Loan & Building Association
16

T«L4M

